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About This Manual

Overview
Introduction

The Oracle Express Analyzer Briefing Designer’s Guide describes how to
use Oracle Express Analyzer (hereinafter referred to as “Express
Analyzer”) for data analysis and reporting.

Intended audience

This document is directed at users who want to perform the following tasks:

� Create formal briefings to distribute to end users

� Perform ad-hoc analysis

Important: Where to find information for briefing end users

If you want to run briefings that were created by someone else, you should
see the following sources of information:

� Oracle Express Analyzer Getting Started provides information about
multidimensional data and about installing Express Analyzer.

� The Express Analyzer Runtime Help system (RUNTIME.HLP)
provides basic information about navigating in a briefing and viewing
data in tables and graphs.
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Before you begin

See Oracle Express Analyzer Getting Started for information about the
software that you must install in order to create briefings with Express
Analyzer.

Express Analyzer documentation set

For a full description of the Express Analyzer documentation set and how
to access it, see Oracle Express Analyzer Getting Started. You can also
view the full table of contents online.

Structure of this document

The Oracle Express Analyzer Briefing Designer’s Guide is organized as
follows:   

� Chapters 1 and 2 introduce you to important concepts about working
with Express Analyzer and about building briefings. Briefings are
online presentations of data.

� Chapters 3 through 7 describe features of Express Analyzer that you
can use to present and analyze data.

� Chapter 8 describes tasks involved in distributing briefings, including
how to provide customized Help.
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Conventions
Text conventions

You will find the following text conventions in this document.

Convention Usage

Boldface  text Indicates menu items, command buttons, options, and field
names.

Bold text is also used for notes and other secondary
information in tables (e.g., Result ).

Fixed-width  text Indicates examples and anything that you must type exactly
as it appears.

For example:  If you are asked to type show eversion ,
you would type all the characters exactly as shown in the
Courier font.

Italic text Indicates variables, including variable text. Variable text is
used when dialog boxes or their components are unlabeled or
have labels that change dynamically based on their current
context. The wording of variable text does not exactly match
what you see on your screen.

Italic type is also used for emphasis and for titles of
documents.

SMALL CAPITALS Indicates a key name.

Note:  The UP ARROW, DOWN ARROW, LEFT ARROW, and RIGHT

ARROW keys are collectively referred to as the “arrow keys.”

For example:  The Control key is shown as CTRL.

UPPERCASE text Indicates folder names, file names, operating system
commands, Express commands and objects, and acronyms.

Mouse usage

Always use the left mouse button unless you are specifically instructed to
use the right mouse button.

The term “left mouse button” refers to the dominant button. If you have
reconfigured your mouse to reverse the functions of the left and right
buttons, you will need to use the reverse button when following the
procedures in this manual.
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Formats for key combinations and sequences

Key combinations and key sequences appear in the following formats.

Format Meaning

KEY1+KEY2 A plus sign (+) between key names means to press and hold down
the first key while pressing the second key. For example, “press
ALT+TAB” means to press and hold down the ALT key while
pressing the TAB key.

KEY1, KEY2 A comma (,) between key names means to press and release the
keys one after the other. For example, “press ALT, F, O” means to
press and release the ALT key, press and release the F key, then
press and release the O key.

Related information

For definitions of basic mouse terms, refer to the Microsoft Windows
documentation.
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Chapter 1

Key Object Concepts

Overview
Introduction

This chapter presents the underlying concepts for designing briefings with
Oracle Express Analyzer.

In this chapter

� Before You Read This Chapter

� What Is a Briefing?

� What Are Objects?

� Modifying Objects by Setting Properties

� Relationships Among Objects

Before You Read This Chapter
Assumptions

This chapter assumes that you have read Oracle Express Analyzer Getting
Started.
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Suggestions for using this chapter

This chapter makes frequent references to topics in the Oracle Express
Analyzer (hereinafter referred to as “Express Analyzer”) online Help
system. You might want to have Express Analyzer running as you read this
chapter so that you can display the referenced Help topics.

What Is a Briefing?
Definition: Briefing

A briefing is an ordered collection of pages that make up a presentation. In
an Express Analyzer briefing, you can allow your end users to interact with
data.

Data that a briefing can display

A briefing can display either multidimensional data that is stored in an
Express database or relational data that is cached in an Express database.
You use Oracle Express Relational Access Manager (hereinafter referred to
as “Relational Access Manager”) when you want to display relational data.

You can also display data that is stored in other applications, using Object
Linking and Embedding (OLE) technology. For example, you can display a
Microsoft Word document.

How do users interact with a briefing?

Users run a briefing in order to look at the data being presented — just as
they would read a printed briefing book. They can also explore and
manipulate their data directly for ad-hoc query and reporting.

Express Analyzer includes a runtime environment just for running
briefings. End users can run briefings by choosing Run a Briefing or
Application  in the Welcome to Express Analyzer dialog box. Alternately,
briefing designers can set up a shortcut or icon so that end users can run the
briefing directly from the desktop; in this case, Express Analyzer is run
automatically, without requiring the end user to start up the application.
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Where do I create briefings?

You create briefings in Express Analyzer’s design environment. In the
design environment, you work on the desktop. The Main Window provides
access to tools that you need in order to create briefings or to analyze data.

Briefings can also be created in Oracle Express Objects. Oracle Express
Objects is a powerful development environment that provides more controls
to include in briefings and allows developers to use a Basic language to
write code. You can edit these briefings in Express Analyzer.

What goes into a briefing?

A briefing is made of pages, which contain other objects such as tables,
graphs, and buttons. The objects in a page can present data, allow users to
interact with the briefing, or identify items in the briefing.

The briefing is itself a disk file. When you save a briefing, you save all of
the objects that are in the briefing.

Related information

Consult the following table for more information.

IF you want information about . . . THEN see . . .

multidimensional data, Chapter 2 in Oracle Express Analyzer Getting
Started.

Relational Access Manager, Relational Access Manager User’s Guide.

the design environment, the following topics in the Help system:

“Briefing Browser”
“Database Browser”
“Object Inspector”
“Main Window”
“Toolbox”

creating briefings, Chapter 2 in this manual or the following topics
in the Help system:

“Creating Briefings”
“Creating Pages”
“Creating Objects”

running briefings, the Oracle Express Analyzer Runtime Help
system.
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What Are Objects?
Definition: Object

An object is a building block in Express Analyzer. It represents a concept,
or it models something from the real world such as a briefing, a page, or a
table.

Objects in the Toolbox

The Express Analyzer Toolbox allows you to create the following objects.

Object Description

Page Main contents of briefings; you put the other objects in the
page

Table Presents Express data in report form

Graph Presents Express data graphically

Express output object Displays output from Express; optionally allows input of
Express commands

OLE object Displays information from other applications

Banner Displays text

Button Performs an action that you define

Briefings are special objects in that they represent the actual file in which
all the objects are stored. When you save a briefing, you are creating a file
on the disk.
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Example: Objects

The following figure shows a page that contains a banner, a button, a table,
and a graph.

Graph

Banner

Button

Table

Page

Definition: Component

Components are the contents of tables and graphs. Unlike objects, they
cannot be duplicated or deleted. You can, however, hide a component.
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Example: Components

The following figure identifies some of the components in a graph.

Subtitle

Legend marker Slice

Slice label

Related information

For more information on the objects available in Express Analyzer, search
for the following topic in the Help system:

“List of Objects”

Modifying Objects by Setting
Properties
Definition: Properties

Properties are data variables that specify an object’s characteristics (such
as size and color). You set properties to modify the object.

Each object has a number of properties. When you create a new object,
Express Analyzer provides default values for the object’s properties, which
you can accept or change.

Each component in a table or graph also has properties. You can modify a
component by setting its properties.
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Viewing and setting properties

To view or set the properties of objects and components, you select the
object and use the Properties tab in the Object Inspector. Setting properties
allows you to control the appearance and behavior of objects and
components in your projects and briefings.

Example: Properties of an object

The following figure shows the Properties tab of the Object Inspector, in
which the properties of a banner object named Banner1 are displayed.

Click, then begin typing

Name of another object;
double-click to select
the other object

Double-click to display
a dialog box

Click to select from
a drop-down list

Property set; click on
plus sign to see more
properties

Double-click to 
toggle Yes or No
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Standard properties

Every object has the following standard properties.

Property Description

Name The name of the object, which appears in the Object Browser. You
can change the name.

LocalName The name of the object in your local language.

Description A description of the object, which appears in the Briefing Browser.

Parent The kind of object (e.g., page). If you change the Name property to
a more meaningful name, the value of Parent can tell you the
object’s origins. This property is read-only.

Container The object that contains the current object. This property is read-
only.

Property sets

Some properties are collected into sets. Property sets are provided to
organize properties into logical groups. For example, the Rectangle
property set includes properties that specify the size and location of an
object.

The following figure shows the Rectangle property set after it has been
drilled down to show its member properties.

Properties whose values are objects

Some properties take objects as their values. You can double-click on the
property value to inspect the object. In some cases, the property also has a
dialog box that you can use to set the properties of the object that is the
property’s value.

In the following figure, the Parent, Container, and Font properties take
objects as their values. The Font property also provides a dialog box,
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through which you can set the properties of Font25 without having to
inspect it.

"..." means you can use a dialog box

Related information

For a complete description of each property and how to use it, see the Help
system. To access Help on a particular property, select it in the Property
column of the Object Inspector and press F1.

In addition, search for the following topics in the Help system:

“Object Inspector”
“Setting Properties”
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Relationships Among Objects
How objects relate to each other

Some objects can contain other objects, as shown in the following table.

Object What it Can Contain

Briefing Pages

Pages � Tables

� Graphs

� Express output objects

� OLE objects

� Buttons

� Banners

Tables Table components

Graphs Graph components

Example: Seeing relationships among objects

This following figure shows a sample briefing that is displayed in the
Briefing Browser. The third page is drilled down, showing that it contains a
banner, a button, and a table. The table is also drilled down, showing its
components. The other pages are not drilled down.
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Inspecting contents

To view the contents of a selected object, you use the Contents tab in the
Object Inspector. If an object cannot contain objects, the label of the
Contents tab is dimmed.

Example: Inspecting contents

The following figure shows the contents of a table in the Contents tab in the
Object Inspector.

Property settings in related objects

In general, each property setting applies only to the object whose property
is set. Some properties allow a container to apply the same property value
to all the objects that it contains. These properties are called ambient
properties.

The Help system identifies ambient properties in their property
descriptions.
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Example: Using the property setting of a container

The BackColor property is an ambient property. Assume the following
situation:

� A page named MyPage has its BackColor property set to blue.

� A Banner named MyBanner is added to MyPage.

� MyBanner does not have an explicit setting for its BackColor property.

In this example, MyBanner receives a background color of blue from
MyPage, which is its container.

Related information

For a complete description of each object and how to use it, see the Help
system. To access Help on a particular object, select it in the Content
column of the Object Inspector and press F1.

In addition, search for the following topics in the Help system:

“Briefing Browser”
“Browsing Through Open Briefings”
“Object Inspector”
“Selecting Objects”
“Viewing Contents”

For more information about the relationship between tables and graphs and
their components, see Chapters 3 and 4.
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Chapter 2

Planning and Building a Briefing

Overview
Introduction

Before you actually build a briefing, it is helpful to plan it. This chapter
presents the basic tasks you need to perform to plan a briefing as well as
information you need to consider as you plan. It also presents the basic
tasks you need to perform to build a briefing.

In this chapter

� Before You Read This Chapter

� Decisions Required in Planning Briefings

� Building a Briefing

� Objects Used in Building Briefings

� Displaying Data in a Briefing

� Specifying Button Behavior

� Managing Navigation in a Briefing

� Using Linked Pages

� Organizing Presentations in Multiple Briefings

� Example: Organizing a Presentation in Multiple Briefings
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Before You Read This Chapter
Assumptions

This chapter assumes that you have a basic understanding of the key
concepts as described in Chapter 1.

Suggestions for using this chapter

This chapter makes frequent references to topics in the Express Analyzer
online Help system. You might want to have Express Analyzer running as
you read this chapter so that you can display the referenced Help topics and
follow the procedures they describe.

Decisions Required in Planning
Briefings
Identify the audience and purpose of the briefing

As in any form of communication, you should consider your audience and
the purpose of the briefing when planning a briefing. For example, you
might ask the following questions:

� Do your end users want simply to look at data analyses that you
prepare? Or will they want to be able to perform analysis themselves?

� How much control do your end users want over the briefing? How
much do they want to interact with the briefing?

� Exactly what data do your end users want to examine?

� Will your users print briefings? Or will they just want to look at them
online?

Identify the data to display

The audience and the purpose of a briefing often determine the data that
you display in it. For example, if you plan to allow users to perform what-if
analysis, you need to present a variable for the end user to change. This
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might require cooperation with your DBA. The topic “Displaying Data in a
Briefing” in this chapter discusses guidelines for data that you present.

Decide how to handle briefing navigation

Briefings provide navigation by default. You might want to enhance this
navigation or even replace it, as described in the topic “Managing
Navigation in a Briefing” in this chapter.

Decide how many briefings you should use

The number of pages in each briefing affects both startup time and runtime
performance. You might decide to split your presentation into several
briefings so that all the pages are not loaded at the same time. The topic
“Organizing Presentations in Multiple Briefings” in this chapter discusses
when and how to use multiple briefings.

Decide how much control to give to your end users

You can give your end users a great deal of control over the data that you
present in a briefing and over the way that data is presented. For example,
you can arrange for what-if analysis, which lets your end users change data
values in order to find out what would happen if the data were different.
What-if analysis has the potential of letting users actually make permanent
changes to the data in the Express database.

On the other hand, you can limit the amount of control that your end users
have. For example, you can disable the Selector in tables and graphs; this
makes it impossible for your end user to change the data that the table or
graph displays. Or you might disable popup menus for an object or for all
of the components in a table or graph; this prevents users from displaying
the Dimension Bar, for example, or from changing the colors of a graph
component.

You can easily customize the popup menus that appear when end users use
the right mouse button to select an object. Double-click on the object’s
PopupMenuAttributes property to display the Popup Menu Attribute dialog
box. In this dialog box, you can disable or remove menu items from the
right mouse popup menu; you can also change the text that appears for the
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item. For example, you could specify “Show Dimension Bar” for the
ShowDimensionBar property.

Decide whether to provide special features for printing

If end users will print your briefing, you might want to customize the
briefing for printing. For example, you might want to provide headers and
footers for printed pages, or you might want to set margins for printed
pages. You can easily set these up by double-clicking on an object’s
PrintLayout property. This displays the PrintLayoutObject dialog box,
which allows you to set margins, headers and footers.

Unless your users print to color printers, you might also adjust the colors of
the markers in graphs, so that they can be distinguished in the printed
version of the graph. Alternately, you might use different fill patterns,
instead of colors, to identify markers.

Decide where to store picture files

You can use pictures to add polish to your briefings. For example, you
might have a picture as the background for the Run Window. When you use
pictures, you have the choice of storing the picture in the briefing or
keeping it as a separate file. Keep these guidelines in mind:

� Storing a number of pictures in the briefing can slow startup time, as all
the pictures will be loaded in memory before the first page of the
briefing is run.

� Storing pictures in separate files complicates the process of distributing
briefings, since you have to make sure that the files are accessible to
your users.
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Related information

Consult the following table for more information.

IF you want information about . . . THEN see . . .

displaying data in briefings, the topic “Displaying Data in a Briefing” in
this chapter.

handling briefing navigation, the topic “Managing Navigation in a
Briefing” in this chapter.

using multiple briefings, the topic “Organizing Presentations in
Multiple Briefings” in this chapter.

limiting end users’ control over briefings, the following topics in the Help system:

“EnableAggregation Property”
“EnableDrilling Property”
“EnableSelectData Property”
“EnableSizing Property”
“PopupMenus Property Set”

customizing runtime popup menus, the following topic in the Help system:

“Customizing Runtime Popup Menus”

setting up briefings for printing, the following topic in the Help system:

“Changing Colors of Graph Components”
“FillPattern Property”
“Specifying Headers for Printing”
“Specifying Footers for Printing”
“Specifying Margins for Printing”

using picture files, the following topic in the Help system:

“Using Pictures”

distributing briefings, Chapter 8.
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Building a Briefing
Basic tasks in building a briefing

The following table identifies the basic tasks you need to perform to build a
briefing. It also identifies the topics in the Help system to see for more
information.

Step Action Help Topics

1 Create the briefing object and
save it.

“Creating Briefings”
“Saving Objects”

2 Connect to Express. “Connecting to Express”
“Disconnecting from Express”

3 Attach a database. “Attaching Databases”
“Detaching Databases”

4 Create briefing pages. “Adding Pages to Briefings”
“Copying Objects”
“Creating Briefing Pages”
“Creating Embedded Pages”
“Creating Pages”
“Ordering Pages Within Briefings”
“Referencing Pages”

5 Add objects to the pages. “Creating Objects”
“Creating OLE Objects”
“Creating Tables and Graphs”
“Creating Views from Other Views”

6 Set up data for the tables and
graphs.

“Arranging for What-If Analysis”
“Populating Tables and Graphs with
Data”
“Using the Selector”

7 Associate QuickActions with
buttons.

“Associating QuickActions with Buttons”
“List of QuickActions”

8 Customize the briefing. “Object Inspector”
“Setting Properties”

9 Test the briefing, the pages,
and the objects to make sure
they behave as you intended.

“Running Objects During Design”

10 Save the briefing. “Saving Objects”
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Tip: Save the briefing often

You should save briefings not only when you create them and when they
work the way you want it to, but also as you develop the briefing. Saving
often ensures that you will not lose any work.

After you build your briefing

After you finish your briefing, you distribute it, as described in Chapter 8.

Related information

For more information about tables, see Chapter 3. For more information
about graphs, see Chapter 4.

Objects Used in Building Briefings
Objects that you can create in Express Analyzer

You can create the following objects in Express Analyzer and add them to
pages.

Object Description

Table Displays data in a table

Graph Displays data in a graph

Express output object Accepts Express commands and displays output from
Express

OLE object Displays information from another Windows application

Banner Displays one or more lines of text in a box

Button Performs a predefined action or command (called a
QuickAction) when a user clicks on it
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Example: Table

The following figure shows a sample table.

Example: Graph

The following figure shows a sample graph.
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Example: Express output object

The following figure shows an Express output object that displays the
output of an Express REPORT command.

Example: OLE object

The following figure shows an OLE object from the sample briefing. This
object is a Microsoft Word document.
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Example: Button

The following figure shows a button from the sample briefing. This button
has the Show Message QuickAction associated with it, so it displays a
message.

Example: Banner

The following figure shows a banner from the sample briefing. This banner
identifies a page that has been set up for ad hoc analysis.

Objects that were created in Oracle Express Objects

If you are working with a briefing that was originally created in Oracle
Express Objects, the briefing might contain a number of objects that do not
appear in the Express Analyzer Toolbox. In Express Analyzer, you can
copy and delete any object that you find in a briefing, even those that do not
appear in the Express Analyzer Toolbox. You can also set properties for
those objects.
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Related information

The following table tells you where to look for more information.

IF you want more
information about . . . THEN see . . .

briefings, the following topic in the Help system:

“Briefing Object”

pages, the following topics in the Help system:

“Page Object”

tables, Chapter 3 or the following topic in the Help system:

“Table Object”

graphs, Chapter 4 or the following topic in the Help system:

“Graph Object”

other objects that you can
create from the Express
Analyzer Toolbox,

the following topics in the Help system:

“Banner Object”
“Briefing Object”
“Button Object”
“Express Output Object”
“OLE Object”
“Page Object”

an objects that was created in
Oracle Express Objects,

the Help topic for the object, by selecting the object
and pressing F1.

QuickActions, the following topics in the Help system:

“Associating QuickActions with Buttons”
“List of QuickActions”
“QuickAction Object”

Displaying Data in a Briefing
Where the data is stored

In most cases, the data that you present in an Express Analyzer briefing is
stored in an Express database. Express is a multidimensional database and
on-line analytical processing (OLAP) server. If you are using Relational
Access Manager, you can also display relational data. This data is cached in
Express as you access it, but it is stored in the relational database.
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Where databases are created

DBAs create Express databases in Oracle Express Administrator
(hereinafter referred to as “Administrator”). If the Express database is part
of a data warehouse, the database might be created using Relational Access
Administrator. Relational Access Administrator and Relational Access
Manager make it possible to do multidimensional analysis on relational
data.

Attaching databases

When you build a briefing, you must explicitly attach the databases you
want to use. When an end user runs a briefing in which you have tables and
graphs that display data, Express Analyzer automatically attaches all of the
necessary databases.

You can attach one or more databases at a time and switch among them to
access different data. When you have finished with a particular database,
you can detach it if you wish.

Data guidelines

The following guidelines apply to the data that you want to present:

� You should not create a briefing that displays data from two or more
databases that have the same dimension or object names. To do so can
cause unpredictable results.

� Databases that are attached at the same time must have unique names.

� When you display more than one measure in a table or graph, the
display of the data will be clearer if the measures have the same
dimensions. You can use the Database Browser to see all the measures
that have a particular dimension.

Viewing information about your databases

You can view information about your databases by selecting a database in
the Database Browser, then examining its properties in the Object
Inspector. All the database properties are read-only.
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Choosing data from a database to display in tables or graphs

To choose data from a database to display in tables or graphs, you select a
measure from a database in the Database Browser and drag it to the table or
graph that you want to display the data.

When you select a measure from the Database Browser, a default
arrangement and a default set of dimension values are used. You can
change the arrangement of dimension values and the set of dimensions
values using these tools provided by Express Analyzer:

� Dimension Bar — A bar at the top of a table or graph that allows you
to display dimensions or groups of dimensions in different places on a
table or graph.

� The Selector — A set of tools that you use to choose the dimension
values to display in a table or graph.

Requirements for what-if analysis

What-if analysis is data analysis in which users test hypothetical situations
by changing the values of variables in a table. For example, a user might
want to know what would happen to revenues if sales increased by 20
percent in the next two quarters.

What-if analysis has the following requirements.

Requirement Description

At least one variable for the user
to modify

The variable holds raw data. It must be in a table,
so that the user can edit it.

A formula that uses that variable The formula is calculated based on the data in the
variable. You can display this formula in the same
table that displays the variable, in a different table,
or in a graph.

The DBA must create any needed variables that are not already in the
database and any formulas that should be permanently stored in the
database. The DBA should also implement database protection as needed.

You can also create formulas in Express Analyzer; these formulas are
called custom measures.
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Related information

Consult the following table for more information.

IF you want information about . . . THEN see . . .

multidimensional data, Chapter 2 in Oracle Express Analyzer Getting
Started.

creating and configuring databases, the Oracle Express Database Administration
Guide.

arranging for what-if analysis, Chapter 3 in this guide.

displaying data in briefings, the following topics in the Help system:

“Arranging for What-If Analysis”
“Attaching Databases”
“Connecting to Express”
“Database Browser”
“Detaching Databases”
“Populating Tables and Graphs with Data”
“Using the Dimension Bar”
“Using the Selector”
“Viewing Databases, Dimensions, and
Measures”

Specifying Button Behavior
Definition: QuickAction

A QuickAction is a predefined unit of code that is used to set the behavior
of a button. You associate a QuickAction with each button that you create,
in order to execute the QuickAction’s code when a user clicks on the
button.
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Categories of QuickActions

The following table describes the three categories of QuickActions that
Express Analyzer provides.

Category Description

General Includes QuickActions for briefing operations such as
running a briefing, launching an application, or showing
a Help topic

Express Data and View Includes QuickActions for data access operations such
as creating, resetting, or synchronizing views; or
formatting measures

Multimedia Includes QuickActions for multimedia operations such as
playing CDs, sound, or videos

In addition to these three categories, the following QuickActions are
available.

QuickAction Description

Predefined QuickAction that was created in Oracle Express Objects

Execute Action List Allows you to have a single button execute more than one
QuickAction

Detach Database Detaches a database that was attached through Express Basic
code in Oracle Express Objects

Setting the behavior of a button using a QuickAction

To customize the behavior of a button using a QuickAction, you associate
the QuickAction with the button. The following table presents an overview
of how you associate a QuickAction with a button.

Step Action

1 Create a button.

2 Right-click on the button. A popup menu appears.

3 From the popup menu, choose Set QuickAction.  The QuickAction dialog
box appears.

4 Complete the QuickAction dialog box.

Tip: You can select a QuickAction in the QuickAction dialog box and press
F1 in order to display Help on that QuickAction.
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Related information

For more information about QuickActions, search for the following topics
in the Help system:

“Associating QuickActions with Buttons”
“List of QuickActions”

Managing Navigation in a Briefing
Specifying the order in which pages are displayed

You use the Briefing Browser to specify the order of pages in a briefing. By
default, when you run the briefing, the first page in the briefing appears
initially. You can set the StartingPage property of the briefing to have a
page other than the first appear initially.

Default navigation

By default, the Briefing toolbar appears at the top of the Run Window at
runtime (the top of the briefing editor at design time). The Briefing toolbar
provides the following navigation functions:

� Go to the next page

� Go to the previous page

� Go to the beginning of the briefing

� Go to the end of the briefing

� Go to a specific page

� Stop running the briefing
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Customized navigation

You can provide custom navigation to a briefing, either in addition to or
instead of the Briefing toolbar. You can associate any of the following
QuickActions with a button to provide custom navigation.

QuickAction Description

Goto Page Moves to another page in the briefing

Run Runs another briefing

Stop Stops running the briefing

Launch Launches another application

You set the ToolbarEnabled property of the briefing to control whether the
Briefing toolbar appears in the Run Window.

Using a menu page

You might find it useful to create a page at the start of a briefing to serve as
a menu. For example, suppose your briefing contains several distinct parts,
such as a series of pages that relate to each sales region. You can place one
button for each distinct part on the menu page and associate the Goto Page
QuickAction with each button to navigate to the appropriate distinct part.

Related information

For more information, search for the following topics in the Help system:

“Associating QuickActions with Buttons”
“Briefing Toolbar”
“Controlling Briefing Navigation”
“Goto Page QuickAction”
“Launch Application QuickAction”
“List of QuickActions”
“Navigating in a Briefing”
“Run QuickAction”
“Specifying the Starting Page for Briefings”
“StartingPage Property”
“Stop QuickAction”
“ToolbarEnabled Property”
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Using Linked Pages
Definition: Linked page

A linked page is page that is included in a briefing by reference (or link) to
another briefing that physically contains the page.

Benefits of linked pages

Linked pages provides these benefits:

� You can reuse the page in multiple locations without storing it multiple
times.

� Changes you make to the page in any briefing affect it in all briefings
where it exists or is referenced.

Example: Linked pages

Suppose you have a certain design that you want to use for the first page in
each briefing you create. You can create the page in one briefing and then,
in each subsequent briefing, create a link to that page.

Related information

Consult the following sources:

� For more information about using multiple briefings, see the topic
“Organizing Presentations in Multiple Briefings” in this chapter.

� For more information about linking pages, search for the following
topics in the Help system:

“Adding Pages to Briefings”
“LoadLinkedBriefings Property”
“Referencing Pages”
“Specifying the Display of Linked Briefing Pages”
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Organizing Presentations in Multiple
Briefings
Why use multiple briefings?

Unless each end user who runs your briefing will use the briefing in exactly
the same way, you should consider using multiple briefings to present data,
for the following reasons:

� Reduced startup time — All the objects in a briefing are loaded when
the briefing is loaded. If a large number of objects are used by only half
of those who run your briefing, the other half still has to wait for those
objects to be loaded at startup.

� Better system performance — The fewer objects there are in memory
at any given time, the better the performance.

� Easier briefing maintenance — You can store pages that are useful
for more than one user in a separate briefing, rather than copying those
pages into each briefing that might need them. Then you have only one
copy of each page to maintain, should you need to change them in the
future.

What happens when you use multiple briefings

When you organize your presentation into multiple briefings, only one
briefing actually runs at a time. Different briefings are loaded as needed.
When you use the Run QuickAction to have Express Analyzer load a
briefing, that briefing is automatically unloaded when it is no longer
needed.

Delays when using multiple briefings

When you use multiple briefings to present data, your end users encounter a
delay each time a new briefing must be loaded. Also, the first briefing that
contains a populated table or graph will initiate a connection to Express and
the attachment of the necessary database. This adds to the delay.

Organizing your briefing well can make these delays less noticeable to a
user. For example, if your users who are interested in Sales figures for the
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last quarter will also want to see how these figures compare to the same
quarter last year, keep the pages with this information in the same briefing.

You might also include a banner that indicates that a short delay will occur
while the next briefing is opened.

How to open briefings dynamically

When you use multiple briefings to present data, you have the following
options for opening a briefing from another briefing:

� Use linked pages and set each briefing’s LoadLinkedBriefings property
to As needed.

� Use a button to run a briefing, by associating the Run QuickAction with
the button.

How to return to the first briefing

To allow users to navigate back to the initial briefing, associate the Run
QuickAction with a button. Then include that button on a page in each
briefing from which you want to give access to the first briefing.

How Express Analyzer finds briefings to open

The Briefing Path option in the Options dialog box specifies a path in
which Express Analyzer should look for briefings. You can either set this
option (or have your users do so), or you can specify a path in the Run
QuickAction.

Related information

For more information, search for the following topics in the Help system:

“Briefing Object”
“LoadLinkedBriefings Property”
“Referencing Pages”
“Specifying the Display of Linked Briefing Pages”
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Example: Organizing a Presentation in
Multiple Briefings
Audiences and the data they want to see

Suppose that you are presenting last month’s Sales data for a financial
analyst and for a product manager. You want to show the following data:

� Sales and quota data for the last three months and related detailed
information, such as quota achievement for the quarter compared to the
same quarter last year.

� Top five products in sales for the last month and related detailed
information, such as trends in product sales over the last five months.

� Top five products in quota achievement for the last month and related
detailed information, such as a what-if page that allows people to
investigate what it would take to meet quotas for the next quarter.

The financial analyst is interested in the sales and quota information,
possibly including the top five products in quota achievement. The product
manager is interested in the product information, possibly including the top
five products in quota achievement.
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Briefing arrangement

You might arrange the information in the following four briefings.

Briefing Contents

SALESBRF.XBR A single page, with two buttons:

� One button runs QUOTA.XBR

� One button runs PRODUCT.XBR

QUOTA.XBR Pages that contain tables and graphs that show sales and
quota data, plus linked pages from FORBOTH.XBR

Each page contains a button that runs SALESBRF.XBR.

PRODUCT.XBR Pages that contain tables and graphs that show Sales
information by product, plus linked pages from
FORBOTH.XBR

Each page contains a button that runs SALESBRF.XBR.

FORBOTH.XBR Pages that rank product by quota achievement

Each page contains a button that runs SALESBRF.XBR.
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When the briefings are loaded, run, and closed

The following table describes what Express Analyzer does when an end
user interacts with the multiple-briefing presentation.

WHEN an end user . . . THEN Express Analyzer . . .

starts SALESBRF.XBR, opens SALESBRF.XBR. Startup is quick
because there is only one page, and no
connection to Express is required.

clicks on the button that runs
QUOTA.XBR or PRODUCT.XBR,

opens and runs QUOTA.XBR or
PRODUCT.XBR and stops running
SALESBRF.XBR but does not close it.

navigates to a linked page that is
contained in FORBOTH.XBR,

opens and runs FORBOTH.XBR.
QUOTA.XBR stops running.

navigates back to a page that is
contained in QUOTA.XBR or
PRODUCT.XBR,

runs QUOTA.XBR or PRODUCT.XBR and
stops running FORBOTH.XBR.

clicks on a button in QUOTA.XBR or
PRODUCT.XBR that runs
SALESBRF.XBR,

runs SALESBRF.XBR; QUOTA.XBR or
PRODUCT.XBR stops running and is closed.

clicks on the Stop running this
briefing button in the Briefing
Toolbar,

stops running the current briefing and closes
all open briefings.
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Chapter 3

Introducing Tables

Overview
Introduction

This chapter introduces you to Express Analyzer tables.

In this chapter

� What Is a Table?

� Characteristics of Table Data

� Comparing Tables with Other Data Presentations

� Analysis Features in Tables

� Adding and Replacing Features

� Structure of a Table

� Table Components and Data

� Formatting a Table

� Formatting Measures in Tables

� Enabling What-If Analysis
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What Is a Table?
Definition: Express Analyzer table

An Express Analyzer table is a view (i.e., presentation) of the
multidimensional data stored in an Express database. The table presents
data in the form of a report.

Express Analyzer tables are designed for data analysis. Table features allow
users to arrange the data in a number of ways so that they can see its
different aspects.

Example: Table

The following figure shows a typical table. This table shows Sales values.
The Dimension Bar at the top of the table shows the arrangement of the
data.
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The next figure shows the same table, but with a layout that emphasizes the
difference in sales numbers by channel.

Related information

For more information about tables, search in the Help system for the
following topic:

“Table Object”

You can jump from this topic to lists of the table object’s properties and
components.

Characteristics of Table Data
Data that a table can display

Tables can display numeric, Boolean, date, and text data.

Where the data is stored

In most cases, data is stored in the Express database. If you are using
Relational Access Manager, you can also display relational data in a table.
This data is cached in Express as you access it, but it is stored in the
relational database.
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How current the data is

Unlike a report that is created from a relational database, Express Analyzer
tables display live data. The Express Analyzer fetches data from the
Express database each time a user runs the briefing or application that
contains the table.

Express Analyzer tables have an ongoing connection to the Express
database. Whenever Express Analyzer fetches data, it fetches the most
up-to-date data.

Table data is multidimensional

The data in Express Analyzer tables is multidimensional. It is arranged in
rows, columns, and pages.

You can see several rows and columns of data at once, but tables display
only one page of data at a time.

Related information

Consult the following table to find more information.

IF you want information about . . . THEN see . . .

multidimensional data, Oracle Express Analyzer Getting Started.

Relational Access Manager, Relational Access Manager User’s Guide.

ways to create tables, the following topics in the Help system:

“Copying Objects”
“Creating Tables and Graphs”
“Creating Views from Other Views”
“Populating Tables and Graphs with Data”
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Comparing Tables with Other Data
Presentations
Express Analyzer tables and SQL tables

In Express Analyzer, tables are views of data, while SQL tables are units of
data storage.

Express Analyzer tables and SQL reports

There are two main differences between Express Analyzer tables and SQL
reports, as shown in this table.

Express Analyzer Tables SQL Reports

Data is live Data may have changed after report is run

Table is multidimensional Report is two-dimensional

Analysis Features in Tables
Dimension Bar

The Dimension Bar, at the top of each table, allows you to rearrange the
data in the table and to view different pages of data. The following figure
shows the Dimension Bar for a table.

Edge icon Dimension names

Displays the Selector

Controls whether data is refreshed automatically

Drag edge icons or dimension names to rearrange data.

Displays Help
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You can also drag the labels to move dimensions from one edge to another
in a table. You can view different pages of data in a table when the
ShowPages property is set to Yes.

Selector

The Selector allows you to choose different data to display. You can select
different dimension values; you can even select a different measure to
display. You can also use the Selector to sort dimension values.

The Selector is available from the Selector button in the Dimension Bar and
from the table’s right mouse popup menu.

Drilling in hierarchical data

You can drill in table data to show more or less detailed data. Drill icons
(plus and minus signs) appear in the row labels to indicate whether you can
show more detail. You simply click on the drill icon to drill in the data.
You can also drill by choosing Drill down or Drill up from the table’s
right mouse popup menus. Drilling is available for any dimension that has a
hierarchy defined for it.

Aggregating data

You can display aggregated values, such as a total or an average, instead of
individual data values. Aggregation is accessible through the right mouse
popup menu for a dimension name in the Dimension Bar.

Related information

For more information about table analysis features, see the following topics
in the Help system:

“Aggregating Data”
“Changing the Layout of Tables”
“Displaying Different Pages of Data”
“Drilling in Tables”
“Exchanging Edges in Tables and Graphs”
“Moving and Exchanging Dimensions in Views”
“Using the Dimension Bar”
“Using the Selector”
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Adding and Replacing Features
Limiting access to analysis features

You can prevent your users from accessing analysis features. The following
table lists features and properties that control their availability.

Feature Limiting Access

Dimension Bar ShowDimensionBar
Remove or customize popup menu

Selector EnableSelectData

Drilling EnableDrilling

Aggregation EnableAggregation

Adding features

You can add analysis features to a table by writing Express Basic code or
by using QuickActions. For example, you can use the Create View
QuickAction to allow a user to create a graph with the same data that a
table displays. Or you could write Express Basic code that displays a graph
showing the last three months’ Sales for a product when a user selects the
label in the table for that product.

You can set up a table for what-if analysis by populating the table with
appropriate data and setting properties of the CellEditing property set, as
described in the topic “Enabling What-If Analysis” in this chapter.

Replacing features

You can also replace analysis features, using QuickActions or Express
Basic code. For example, you can disable the default drilling feature and
provide a button that lets users drill in the data. You can use the Show Drill
Tool QuickAction to handle the button’s AfterClick event, or you can call
the table’s Drill method.
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Related information

Consult the following table to find more information.

IF you want information about . . . THEN see . . .

what-if analysis, “Enabling What-If Analysis” in this chapter.

disabling features, the following topics in the Help system:

“EnableAggregation Property”
“EnableDrilling Property”
“EnableSelectData Property”
“PopupMenuAttributes Object”
“ShowDefaultPopup Property”

available QuickActions, “List of QuickActions” topic in the Help system.

Structure of a Table
Definition: Component

Components are the contents of tables and graphs.

A component is like an object in that you and your users can change its
appearance by setting properties. Each component has its own right mouse
popup menu.

Unlike objects, a component cannot be duplicated or deleted. You can,
however, hide a component by setting its Visible property to No. Table
components cannot be moved.
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Table components

The following figure identifies the seven table components.

Title Subtitle

Page edge Row edge Footnote Databody Column edge

The following table describes the components of an Express Analyzer
table.

Component Description

Column edge
Row edge
Page edge

Display dimension value labels. For more information, see
“Table Components and Data” later in this chapter.

Databody Displays measure values.

Title
Subtitle
Footnote

Display textual information about the table. These
components are invisible by default.
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Related information

For more information about table components, search for the following
topics in the Help system:

“Table Column Edge Component”
“Table Databody Component”
“Table Footnote Component”
“Table Page Edge Component”
“Table Row Edge Component”
“Table Subtitle Component”
“Table Title Component”

In the Help system, you can jump from each component topic to a list of the
component’s properties.

Table Components and Data
Basic relationships

Table data is arranged in rows, columns, and pages. The value labels for
dimensions that are displayed in the table appear in different places,
depending on the arrangement of the data.

The Dimension Bar groups dimensions in edges, which represent locations
in the table. Dimension value labels from each of the dimensions in an edge
appear in the corresponding table component. For example, if the column
edge contains the Product dimension, then labels for selected Product
values appear as column labels.

The following table lists the Dimension Bar edges and the components
where the labels appear.

Dimension Bar Edge Table Component

Column Column edge

Row Row edge

Page Page edge
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Multiple dimensions in an edge

When an edge has more than one dimension, the order of the dimensions in
the edge determine where in a table the value labels appear. The first
dimension in the edge appears as the “outer” set of labels in the table edge.
These dimension value labels appear fewer times in the edge than the
dimension labels for other dimensions in the edge. Value labels for other
dimensions appear more often in the table.

Example: Multiple dimensions in an edge

In the following figure, the row edge contains the Geog. Area and Time
dimensions, in that order. The Time dimension values appear once for each
geographical area. The column edge contains the Measure dimension and
the Channel dimension. The Measure dimension is first in the edge, so the
Channel dimension values are repeated for each Measure value.

Outer dimension Inner dimension

Outer dimensionInner dimension

You can use the Dimension Bar to rearrange the data. You can, for
example, exchange the Time and Geog. Area dimensions and move the
Channel dimension to the page edge, as shown in the next figure. In the
page edge, the dimension value labels for the first dimension in the edge
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(i.e., Channel) appear above the dimension value labels for the second
dimension (i.e., Product).

Formatting a Table
What you can format

By changing properties of the table and of its components, you can exert
fine control over the table’s appearance.
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The following table directs you to the appropriate topic in the Help system
for the different ways that you can format a table.

IF you want to . . . THEN see the Help topic . . .

control the size of table cells, “Sizing Table Cells.”

change font characteristics, “Formatting Text.”

change the format of numeric and
currency data,

“Formatting Numbers and Currency in
Views.”

control what happens to empty data cells, “Controlling the Display of Empty Table
Cells.”

manage indentation of dimension labels
on the table’s row edge,

“Using Indentation in Table Labels.”

display long labels or short labels for
dimension values,

“Displaying Dimension Values in Views.”

display or hide table gridlines, “Displaying Gridlines in Tables.”

change the appearance of the borders
around table cells,

“Specifying Borders for Table Labels”
“Specifying Line Styles for Table
Databody Cells.”

limit the number of rows and columns that
appear in the table,

“Displaying a Portion of Your Data.”

Measure-specific formatting is covered in “Formatting Measures in Tables”
in this chapter.

How table-wide formatting relates to component formatting

The table object has properties that control the appearance of an entire
table. Each property of a table component affects, in general, only that
component.
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Sometimes the table and a table component have the same property. For
example, the table has a FillColor property, and each table component has a
FillColor property. The following rules govern formatting in a table when
the table and a component have the same property.

Rule Example

When you set the table property,
the component property is set for
all table components

Note: This happens whether you
have previously set a component
property or not. This rule is
different from the rules of
inheritance, where a child’s value
settings can override a parent
setting.

Circumstances:

� FillColor for the row edge is set to yellow.

� FillColor for the databody is set to light blue.

� You set the table FillColor to white.

Result:

FillColor for all table components is set to white,
and all components in the table are white.

When you set a component
property, the table property value
does not change. The component
property value takes precedence.

Circumstances:

� FillColor for the table is set to white.

� You set the FillColor for the databody to
green.

Result:

The FillColor for the databody is set to green.
The databody cells are green, but the table
edges and any other visible components are
white.
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Formatting Measures in Tables
What you can format

You can specify different formatting for each measure that you display in a
table. You can also create formulas in Administrator to set formatting
information based on the data values in the measure.

The following table directs you to the appropriate topic in the Help system
for the different ways that you can format a measure.

IF you want to . . . THEN see the Help topic . . .

display all values in a measure using the
same font characteristics,

“Formatting Text.”

display all values in a measure in the
same color,

“Formatting Measures in Tables.”

set number formatting information for a
measure,

“Formatting Numbers and Currency in
Views.”
“Setting the Number Format for a
Measure in a Table.”

use colors to flag data values in two or
three ranges,

“Using Color Coding for Measures in
Tables.”

specify the height or width of the cells
that hold a measure’s data values,

“Using Measure-Specific Cell Sizing.”

use a data-driven format that has been
created using Administrator,

“Using Data-Driven Formatting.”

undo measure-specific formatting, “Undoing Measure-Specific Formatting.”
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How measure-specific formatting relates to table formatting

The following rules govern how measure-specific formatting relates to table
formatting.

Rule Example

Measure-specific formatting
takes precedence over
table-wide information.

Circumstances:

� DecimalDigits for the table is set to 2.

� DecimalDigits for the Sales measure is set to 3.

Result:

Three decimals appear for the Sales measure; two
decimals appear for any other measures in the table.

Within measure-specific
formatting, the more specific
formatting takes precedence
over less specific formatting
information.

Circumstances:

� Font color for the measure is set to green.

� The measure has been color-coded to have
positive values appear in blue and negative values
appear in red.

Result:

Positive values appear in blue, negative values
appear in red.

Within the same level of
detail, formatting specified in
Express Analyzer takes
precedence over formatting
specified in the Express
database.

Circumstances:

� The DBA has set NumberType for a measure to
Currency.

� In Oracle Express Objects, you set NumberType to
Number.

Result:

NumberType is Number.

Related information

For information about creating a data-driven formatting formula, refer to
the Oracle Express Database Administration Guide.
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Enabling What-If Analysis
Definition: What-If analysis

What-if analysis is data analysis in which users test hypothetical situations
by changing the values of variables in a table. For example, a user might
want to know what would happen to revenues if sales increased by 20
percent in the next two quarters.

Requirements for what-if analysis

What-if analysis has the following requirements.

Requirement Description

At least one variable for the user
to modify.

The variable holds raw data. It must be in a table,
so that the user can edit it.

A formula that uses that
variable.

The formula is calculated based on the data in the
variable. You can display this formula in the same
table that displays the variable, in a different table,
or in a graph.

You can create variables and formulas in Administrator. You and those
who run your briefings can also create formulas in Express Analyzer. These
formulas are called custom measures.

You should identify the table cells that contain the variable so that your
users will know which cells they can edit. The CellEditing property set
contains properties that let you specify a different background color for
cells that can be edited. You can also use a banner or an OLE object to give
instructions for what-if analysis.

Database protection

When you change the values that are displayed in a table, you actually
make changes to the database. The changes do not become permanent
unless the database is updated (i.e., saved); however, you are prompted to
update when you detach the database or exit Express Analyzer.
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When working with shared databases, only one user at a time can have
write access. If you allow those who run your briefing to change a database,
you do not have to worry about someone’s changes being lost.

You can prevent users from updating the database by doing either of the
following.

IF you want to protect . . . THEN . . .

the entire database, make the database read-only.

parts of the database, use Express PERMIT commands to specify read-only
access.

Procedure: Preparing the database for what-if analysis

Before creating a table that can be used for what-if analysis in Express
Analyzer, you must use Administrator to prepare the database.

To prepare the database, complete the following steps.

Step Action

1 Create any needed variables that are not already in the database.

2 Create any formulas that should be permanently stored in the database.

3 Implement database protection, as needed.

Procedure: Preparing a briefing for what-if analysis

After the database has been prepared, perform the following steps in Oracle
Express Analyzer.

Step Action

1 Define any custom measures that you need only for the current briefing.

2 Create a table populated with variables and formulas that are designed for
what-if analysis.

3 Set the color properties in the CellEditing property set to distinguish the cells
that can be edited in the table.

4 Set the AllowCellEditing property to allow a user to edit table cells.

5 Provide information about the cells that can be edited.
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How a user performs what-if analysis

A person running the briefing can perform the following tasks:

� Edit the table databody cells that hold variable values.

� Examine the results of the changes in cells that hold formula values.

Express Analyzer updates any cells containing values of a formula that
uses the edited variable. In addition, other tables or graphs that are
affected are also updated. Users can prevent the updating of an open
table or graph by clicking on its Lightbulb button in the Dimension Bar,
which sets the AutoRefreshData property.

� Update the database to make the changes permanent if the database is
read/write.

No automatic rollup

Because Express Analyzer databases generally use embedded totals, editing
the cells for lower-level values in a dimension hierarchy will not
automatically update higher-level values. For example, if a table displays
values for each month and a total value for the year, changing the value for
a month will not change the value for the year in either the variable being
edited or the formula that uses the variable. Express Analyzer does offer
on-the-fly aggregation as a separate operation, as described in Chapter 7.

Related information

Consult the following sources.

IF you want more
information about . . . THEN see . . .

aggregation and
embedded totals,

Chapter 7.

enabling and using
what-if analysis,

the following topics in the Help system:

“Arranging for What-If Analysis”
“Creating Custom Measures”
“Detaching Databases”
“Performing What-If Analysis”
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Chapter 4

Introducing Graphs

Overview
Introduction

This chapter introduces you to Express Analyzer graphs. For information
about each of the different graph types, see Chapter 5.

In this chapter

� What Is a Graph?

� Characteristics of Graph Data

� Analysis Features in Graphs

� Adding and Replacing Features

� Structure of a Graph

� Graph Components and Data

� Formatting a Graph

What Is a Graph?
Definition: Express Analyzer graph

An Express Analyzer graph is a view (i.e., presentation) of the
multidimensional data stored in an Express database. The graph presents
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data in the form of a picture, where individual values appear as bars, lines,
pie slices, and the like.

Express Analyzer graphs are designed for data analysis. Graph features
allow users to arrange the data in a number of ways so that they can see its
different aspects.

Example: Graph

The following figure shows a typical graph. This graph shows Sales values.
The Dimension Bar at the top of the graph shows the arrangement of the
data.
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The next figure shows the same graph, but with a layout that shows the
sales over time.

Related information

For more information, search for the following topic in the Help system:

“Graph Object”

You can jump from this topic to lists of the graph object’s properties and
components.

Characteristics of Graph Data
Data that a graph can display

Graphs can display numeric data.

Where the data is stored

In most cases, data is stored in an Express database. If you are using
Relational Access Manager, you can also display relational data in a graph.
This data is cached in Express as you access it, but it is stored in the
relational database.
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How current the data is

Graphs display live data. Express Analyzer fetches data from the Express
database each time a user runs the briefing or application that contains the
graph.

Graphs have an ongoing connection to the Express database. Whenever
Express Analyzer fetches data, it fetches the most up-to-date data.

Graph data is multidimensional

The data in Express Analyzer graphs is multidimensional. It is arranged in
rows, columns, and pages.

You can see several rows and columns of data at once, but graphs display
only one page of data at a time.

Related information

Consult the following table to find more information.

IF you want information about . . . THEN see . . .

multidimensional data, Oracle Express Analyzer Getting Started.

Relational Access Manager, Relational Access Manager User’s Guide.

ways to create graphs, the following topics in the Help system:

“Copying Objects”
“Creating Tables and Graphs”
“Creating Views from Other Views”
“Populating Tables and Graphs with Data”
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Analysis Features in Graphs
Dimension Bar

The Dimension Bar, at the top of each graph, allows you to rearrange the
data in the graph and to view different pages of data. The following figure
shows the Dimension Bar for a graph.

Edge icon Dimension names

Displays the Selector

Controls whether data is refreshed automatically

Drag edge icons or dimension names to rearrange data.

Displays Help

Selector

The Selector allows you to choose different data to display. You can select
different dimension values; you can even select a different measure to
display. You can also use the Selector to sort dimension values.

The Selector is available from the Selector button in the Dimension Bar and
from the graph’s right mouse popup menu.

Drilling in hierarchical data

You can drill in graph data to show more or less detailed data, by choosing
Drill down,  Drill up,  or Drill  from right mouse popup menus. Drilling is
available for any dimension that has a hierarchy defined for it.

Aggregating data

You can display aggregated values, such as a total or an average, instead of
individual data values. Aggregation is accessible through the right mouse
popup menu for a dimension name in the Dimension Bar.
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Related information

For more information about graph analysis features, see the following
topics in the Help system:

“Aggregating Data”
“Displaying Different Pages of Data”
“Drilling in Graphs”
“Exchanging Edges in Tables and Graphs”
“Moving and Exchanging Dimensions in Views”
“Using the Dimension Bar”
“Using the Selector”

Adding and Replacing Features
Limiting access to analysis features

You can prevent your users from accessing analysis features. The following
table lists features and properties that control their availability.

Feature Limiting Access

Dimension Bar ShowDimensionBar
Remove or customize popup menu

Selector EnableSelectData

Drilling EnableDrilling

Aggregation EnableAggregation

Using QuickActions to add and replacing features

You can use QuickActions to add analysis features to a graph or to replace
features. For example, you can use the Create View QuickAction to allow a
user to create a table with the same data that a graph displays. Or you might
disable the default drilling feature and provide a button that lets users drill
in the data. You can use the Show Drill Tool QuickAction to implement the
drilling.
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Related information

Consult the following sources:

� For more information about disabling features, search for the following
topics in the Help system:

“EnableAggregation Property”
“EnableDrilling Property”
“EnableSelectData Property”
“ShowDefaultPopup Property”

� For a list of QuickActions, search for the following topic in the Help
system:

“List of QuickActions”

Structure of a Graph
Definition: Component

Components are the contents of tables and graphs.

A component is like an object in that you and your users can change its
appearance by setting properties. Each component has its own right mouse
popup menu.

Unlike objects, a component cannot be duplicated or deleted. You can,
however, hide a component by setting its Visible property to No.
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Graph components

The following figure shows the basic parts of a graph. Not every
component is included: These are the components that apply to most graph
types.

Tick label

Plot area

Legend text
Legend area

Legend marker X-axis
(across)

Subtitle
Tick mark

Tick label

Y1-axis
(down)
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The following table describes the basic graph components.

Component Description

Axes Lines that show either columns of data or regular intervals of values
so that it is easy to see the value of a marker.

Plot area The area where the data is displayed (or “plotted”).

Subtitle Text that identifies the page of data that is shown in the graph.

Tick marks Lines that mark off intervals along the axes.

Labels Text used to label parts of the graph. A graph may display labels for
tick marks or, in pie graphs, for slices and pies.

Legend The key to the graph. Each legend marker corresponds to a row of
data and is the same color as the markers in the corresponding row.
Legend text identifies the dimension value that each row represents.
Legend markers and text appear in the legend area.

Markers Shapes on the graph that actually represent data. Markers can be
bars, lines, small squares, circles, pie slices, or (in some cases) one
of a number of shapes. All markers in the same data row have the
same color and shape. In general, different graph types use different
shapes.

Graph components and property values

A graph can have several instances of the same component. For example, in
many graph types, an X tick label appears for each column of data in the
graph.

When a graph has more than one of a certain component, these components
share some property values. For example, in a bar graph all 2-D markers in
the same row of data share the same FillColor property. This allows you to
identify the markers in the same row by their color.

The Help topics that describe each component tell you whether a property
is shared with other components.
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Related information

For more information about graph components, search for the following
topics in the Help system:

“Graph Components”
“Viewing Contents”

In the Help system, the “Graph Components” topic lists all the possible
graph components. You can jump from this list to a description of the
component. From the component description, you can jump to a list of the
component’s properties.

Graph Components and Data
Basic relationships

Graph data is arranged in rows, columns, and pages. The value labels for
dimensions that are displayed in the graph appear in different places,
depending on the arrangement of the data in the graph.

The Dimension Bar groups dimensions in edges, which represent locations
in the graph. Dimension value labels from each of the dimensions in an
edge appear in the corresponding graph component. For example, in a pie
graph, if the column edge contains the Product dimension, then labels for
selected Product values appear as the graph’s pie labels.

The following table lists the Dimension Bar edges and the components
where the labels appear.

Dimension Bar Edge Graph Components

Column Most graphs: X tick labels
Pie graphs: pie labels
3-D graphs: Z tick labels

Row Most graphs: Legend markers, legend text
Pie graphs: slice labels
3-D graphs: X tick labels

Page Subtitle
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Multiple dimensions in an edge

When an edge has more than one dimension, the order of the dimensions
determine where in a graph the dimension value labels appear. The labels
for the first dimension in an edge appear first in the combination of
dimension value labels. Also, these labels change less often than labels of
subsequent dimensions.

Example: Multiple dimensions in an edge

In the following figure, the row edge contains Geog. Area and Time, in that
order. The time value changes first, because Time is the second dimension
in the edge. The column edge contains the Measure dimension and the
Channel dimension, in that order. The Channel dimension is second in the
edge, so the Channel dimension values change more often in the graph.

First dimension

Second dimension

First dimension

Second dimension
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You can use the Dimension Bar to rearrange the data. You can, for
example, exchange the Time and Geog. Area dimensions and move the
Channel dimension to the page edge, as shown in the next figure. In the
subtitle, the value label (Direct) for the first dimension in the edge appears
before the value label (Total Prod) for the second dimension.

Related information

For more information about how data appears in the different graph types,
see Chapter 5.
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Formatting a Graph
What you can format

By changing properties of the graph and of its components, you can exert
fine control over the graph’s appearance.

The following table directs you to the appropriate topic in the Help system
for the different ways that you can format a graph.

IF you want to . . . THEN see the Help topic . . .

change colors of graph components, “Changing Colors of Graph Components.”

limit the number of rows and columns that
appear in the graph,

“Displaying a Portion of Your Data.”

change the format of numeric and
currency labels,

“Formatting Numbers and Currency in
Views.”

fine-tune the appearance of an axis, “Managing Axes.”

fine-tune the appearance of the legend
area,

“Managing Legends.”

fine-tune the appearance of markers, “Managing Markers on Bar, Line, Area,
Scatter, and Bubble Graphs.”
“Managing Markers on Pie Graphs.”

fine-tune the appearance of data labels, “Managing Slice Labels.”
“Managing Tick Marks and Tick Labels.”

change the appearance of tick marks, “Managing Tick Marks and Tick Labels.”

display long labels or short labels for
dimension values,

“Displaying Dimension Values in Views.”

fine-tune the appearance of a 3-D graph, “Refining the Appearance of 3-D
Graphs.”

display a line to show a trend in the data, “Using Fitlines.”

use images or washes to give your graph
a polished look,

“Using Images in Graphs.”
“Using Washes in Graphs.”
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Effect of setting component properties

A graph component’s property setting can affect one or more component,
as listed in the following table.

Affect of Property Setting Example

That instance of that component
only

Rectangle properties of the subtitle affect only
the subtitle.

All instances of the component
that are in the same row

FillColor property of a data marker affects all
data markers in the row.

Note:  You can apply the DataLineType,
Explode, and SliceTextType properties to all
rows at once by setting the graph’s
ApplyPropsToAllRows property to Yes.

All instances of the component BorderColor property of a data marker affects all
data markers.

Related components TickLabelSkipMode property of a graph axis
affects the tick labels.

How graph-wide formatting relates to component formatting

Generally, when the graph and a graph component have the same property,
the property values are treated independently. For example, the graph’s
Border property setting has no effect on a 2-D marker’s Border property,
and the Border property setting of the 2-D marker has no effect on the
graph Border property setting.
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In the case of number formatting properties, however, the graph property
settings and the components’ settings interact according the following rules.

Rule Example

When you set the graph property,
the component property is set for
all graph components

Note: This happens whether you
have previously set a component
property or not. This rule is
different from the rules of
inheritance, where a child’s value
settings can override a parent
setting.

Circumstances:

� NumberType for the Y1-axis is set to Number.

� NumberType for the Y2-axis is set to Currency.

� You set the graph NumberType property to
Number.

Result:

NumberType for all components is set to
Currency, and all numeric values appear as
currency values.

When you set a component
property, the graph property
value does not change. The
component property value takes
precedence.

Circumstances:

� NumberType for the graph is set to Currency.

� You set the NumberType for the Y1-axis to
Number.

Result:

The Y1-axis NumberType is Number, but all other
numbers in the graph appear as currency values.

Saving row formatting

If your graph displays more than 16 rows of data, you will probably change
the colors for the rows whose colors are repeated by default. If you want to
save these new colors, set the SavedRowProperties property before you
save the graph.

The SavedRowProperties property specifies the number of rows for which
you want to save row properties. By default, the graph saves properties for
16 rows of data. When you add more colors to a graph, set
SavedRowProperties to the number of rows for which you want to have
separate colors. For example, if your graph displays 20 rows of data, and
you have changed the colors of markers for the last 4 rows, set
SavedRowProperties to 20.

Each saved data row requires about 120 bytes of disk space to save
row-specific properties, such as MarkerShape, MarkerType,
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MarkerTextType, AssignToY2, FillPattern, FillTransparent, and
DataLineType.

Related information

Consult the following sources:

� For more information about formatting graphs, see the topics listed
under “Refining Graph Appearance” in the Contents of the Help
system.

� For more information about row formatting, search for the following
topics in the Help system:

“ApplyPropsToAllRows Property”
“SavedRowProperties Property”
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Chapter 5

How Different Graph Types
Display Data

Overview
Introduction

This chapter describes how data is presented in each graph type.

In this chapter

� Introduction to Graph Types

� Bar Graphs

� Line Graphs

� Area Graphs

� Dual-Y Graphs

� Combined Type Graphs

� Three-Dimensional Graphs

� Pie Graphs

� Pie-Bar Graphs

� Scatter Graphs

� Bubble Graphs

� Stock Market Graphs
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Introduction to Graph Types
Why different graph types?

Different types of graphs show different aspects of your data. For example,
a pie graph shows percentage information while line graphs are better for
showing trends over time.

Available graph categories

The following graph categories are available:

Standard Graphs with Axes

� Bar

� Line

� Area

� Combined types

� Dual-Y

� 3-D

Pie Graphs

� Pie

Complex Graph Types

� Scatter

� Bubble

� Stock market

� Pie-Bar
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Choosing a graph type

The following table describes different aspects of data and identifies
appropriate graph types for emphasizing these aspects.

Aspect of Data Example Graph Types

The difference between
items over time or at the
same point in time

Which products are selling best
in which stores?

Clustered bar
3-D

Trends over time Is our market share increasing
or decreasing?

Absolute line
Stacked area

Rate of data change How fast is our market share
increasing?

Absolute line
Stacked area

Percentage or changes in
percentage

How much of our revenue
comes from each product line?

Is our big seller bringing in the
same percentage of revenue as
it did last year at this time?

Pie
Percentage bar, line,
or area

Relationship of parts to
the whole

Which products’ sales are most
closely related to our total
sales? Which products’ sales
follow the trend of the total
sales? Which ones do not?

Pie
Percentage bar, line,
or area
Stacked bar, line, or
area graph.

Relationship of parts to
the whole, with more detail
for one of the parts

Which product line accounts for
the highest percentage of
sales? Within that product line,
which districts make up the
most sales?

Pie-bar

Changes in all parts of a
whole

Do the products that bring the
most revenue to the entire
company bring in the most
revenue for each district?

Multiple pie
Stacked bar, line, or
area

Relationships between
two variables

Do sales increase when we
spend more on marketing?

Scatter

Relationships between
three variables

Do sales and profits increase
proportionally when we spend
more on marketing?

Bubble
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Bar Graphs
Definition: Bar graph

A bar graph is a graph in which data is represented as a series of bars.

Standard use of a bar graph

Use bar graphs to show the following aspects of data.

Aspect of Data Example

Trends over time Sales for the last 12 months

Comparisons of items at the
same time

Sales for different product divisions in several regions

Percentage or changes in
percentage

How much revenue comes from each product line

Whether last year’s big seller provides the same
percentage of revenue as it did last year at this time

Relationship of parts to the
whole

Which products’ sales are most closely related to total
sales

Which products’ sales follow the trend of total sales

Changes in all parts of a
whole

The rate of revenue growth for all products in the
fastest growing division

Available varieties of bar graphs

The following types of bar graphs are available:

� Clustered bar graph — Each cluster of bars represents a column of
data, for easy comparison of the values in a column.

� Stacked bar graph — Bars are “stacked”: each row’s values are added
to the previous row’s values. The size of the stack represents a
cumulative total.

� Percentage bar graph— Bars are stacked and show the row’s
percentage of the cumulative total of all rows.
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These types can also have the following axis arrangements:

� Single Y-axis — Uses a single Y-axis.

� Dual Y-axis — Uses two Y-axes that can have different scales.

� Split dual Y-axis — Splits the plot area into two graphs with
independently scaled Y-axes.

The following table shows which of the axis arrangements are available for
the different bar graph types.

Single Y-Axis Dual Y-Axis Split Dual Y-Axis

Clustered Clustered Clustered

Stacked Stacked Stacked

Percentage — —

Data structure of a bar graph

The following figure shows the data structure of a clustered bar graph.

One column (Sales Europe)

One row (Audio Div)
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The data structure for bar graphs is as follows.

Each . . . Is represented by . . . And its label appears as . . .

column a cluster or stack of bars, an X tick label (e.g., Sales Europe).

row all the markers of the same
color,

legend text (e.g., Audio Div).

page (the entire graph displays one
page of data),

the subtitle (e.g., Jan97 All
Channels).

Data guidelines for bar graphs

Bar graph data has the following guidelines:

� Do not display relations in graphs. Graphs display numeric data only.

� Percentage bar graphs cannot have negative numbers. Make sure that
the measure with which you populate the graph has no negative
numbers.

Line Graphs
Definition: Line graph

A line graph is a graph in which data is represented as a line, as a series of
data points, or as data points that are connected by a line.
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Standard use of a line graph

Use line graphs to show the following aspects of data.

Aspect of Data Example

Trends over time Sales for the last 12 months

Comparisons of items at the
same time

Sales for different product divisions in several regions

Rate of data change How fast the market share is increasing

Percentage or changes in
percentage

How much revenue comes from each product line

Whether last year’s big seller provides the same
percentage of revenue as it did last year at this time

Relationship of parts to the
whole

Which products’ sales are most closely related to total
sales

Which products’ sales follow the trend of total sales

Changes in all parts of a
whole

The rate of revenue growth for all products in the
fastest growing division

Available varieties of line graphs

The following types of line graphs are available:

� Absolute line graph — Each data marker reflects the data values in the
column.

� Stacked line graph — Lines are “stacked”: each row’s values are
added to the previous row’s values. The size of the stack represents a
cumulative total.

� Percentage line graph — Lines are stacked, and each line shows the
row’s percentage of the cumulative total of all rows.

These types can also have the following axis arrangements:

� Single Y-axis — Uses a single Y-axis.

� Dual Y-axis — Uses two Y-axes that can have different scales.

� Split dual Y-axis — Splits the plot area into two graphs with
independently scaled Y-axes.
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The following table shows which of the axis arrangements are available for
the different line graph types.

Single Y-Axis Dual Y-Axis Split Dual Y-Axis

Absolute Absolute Absolute

Stacked Stacked Stacked

Percentage — —

Data structure of a line graph

The following figure shows the data structure of an absolute line graph.

One row (Video Div)

One column (Sales Americas)

The data structure for line graphs is as follows.

Each . . . Is represented by . . . And its label appears as . . .

column a marker of each color in line
with the X tick label,

an X tick label (e.g., Sales World).

row a line, all the markers of the
same color, or both,

legend text (e.g., Video Div).

page (the entire graph displays one
page of data),

the subtitle (e.g., Jan97 All
Channels).
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Data guidelines for line graphs

Line graph data has the following guidelines:

� Do not display relations in graphs. Graphs display numeric data only.

� Percentage line graphs cannot have negative numbers. Make sure that
the measure with which you populate the graph has no negative
numbers.

Area Graphs
Definition: Area graph

An area graph is a graph in which data is represented as a filled-in area.

Standard use of an area graph

Use area graphs to show the following aspects of data.

Aspect of Data Example

Trends over time Sales for the last 12 months

Rate of data change How fast the market share is increasing

Percentage or changes in
percentage

How much revenue comes from each product line

Whether last year’s big seller provides the same
percentage of revenue as it did last year at this time

Relationship of parts to the
whole

Which products’ sales are most closely related to
total sales

Which products’ sales follow the trend of total sales

Changes in all parts of a
whole

The rate of revenue growth for all products in the
fastest growing division
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Available varieties of area graphs

The following types of area graphs are available:

� Absolute area graph — Each area marker reflects the data values in
the column.

� Stacked area graph — Area markers are “stacked”: each row’s values
are added to the previous row’s values. The size of the stack represents
a cumulative total.

� Percentage area graph — Area markers show the row’s percentage of
the cumulative total of all rows.

These types can also have the following axis arrangements:

� Single Y-axis — Uses a single Y-axis.

� Dual Y-axis — Uses two Y-axes that can have different scales.

� Split dual Y-axis — Splits the plot area into two graphs with
independently scaled Y-axes.

The following table shows which of the axis arrangements are available for
the different area graph types.

Single Y Axis Dual Y-Axis Split Dual Y-Axis

Absolute Absolute Absolute

Stacked Stacked Stacked

Percentage — —
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Data structure of an area graph

The following figure shows the data structure of a stacked area graph.

One column One row
 (Sales Americas)  (Audio Div)

The structure of an area graph is as follows.

Each . . . Is represented by . . . And its label appears as . . .

column a position along the X-axis
that runs through all area
markers,

an X tick label (e.g., Sales
Americas).

row an area marker, legend text (e.g., Audio Div).

page (the entire graph displays one
page of data),

the subtitle (e.g., Jan97 All
Channels).
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Data guidelines for area graphs

Area graph data has the following guidelines:

� Do not display relations in graphs. Graphs display numeric data only.

� Area graphs must have at least two columns of data. Make sure that at
least one dimension in the column edge has two values selected.

� Percentage area graphs cannot have negative numbers. Make sure that
the measure with which you populate the graph has no negative
numbers.

Dual-Y Graphs
Definition: Dual-Y graph

A dual-Y graph is a graph that has two Y-axes. Different rows of data are
assigned to each axis.

Standard use of a dual-Y graph

You use dual-Y graphs to show data of different magnitudes on the same
graph. For example, for durable goods such as automobiles, you might
assign Sales values to one Y-axis and Unit values to the other Y-axis.

Graph categories with dual-Y varieties

The following graph categories have dual-Y graph varieties:

� Bar

� Line

� Area

� Scatter

� Stock market
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Available varieties of dual-Y graphs

The following varieties of dual-Y graphs are available:

� Nonsplit — Rows assigned to the different Y-axes appear side by side.

� Split — The plot area is split into two sections, so that rows assigned to
the different Y-axes appear in different parts of the plot area.

Data structure of a dual-Y graph

The structure of a dual-Y graph is the same structure as its root graph. The
only difference is that some rows are assigned to the Y1-axis and other
rows are assigned to the Y2-axis.

Data guidelines for dual-Y graphs

In addition to any requirements for the graph type (such as an area graph,
which must have at least two columns of data), dual-Y graphs must have at
least two rows of data.

How rows are assigned to the different axes

The AssignToY2 property of any marker in a row specifies whether the row
uses the Y1- or the Y2-axis. When AssignToY2 is set to Yes, the row is
assigned to the Y2-axis. When AssignToY2 is set to No, the row is
assigned to the Y1-axis.

When you set the graph’s type to a dual-Y variety, the graph automatically
assigns at least one row to each Y-axis, unless you have already done so.
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Example: Dual-Y graph data

The following figure shows a dual-Y graph that is populated with one
measure (Sales). The rows that represent totals are assigned to the Y2-axis.

Y1-axis Y2-axis
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The following figure shows two measures (Sales and Promotional Expense)
in a dual-Y graph. The rows that represent Sales are assigned to the Y1-axis
and appear in the top half of the graph. The rows that represent Promotional
Expense are assigned to the Y2-axis and appear in the bottom half of the
graph.

Y1-axis

Y2-axis

Combined Type Graphs
Definition: Combined type graph

Combined type graphs are bar, line, or area graphs that have more than one
kind of marker.

For example, a bar-line graph is a bar graph in which one or more rows of
data appear as a line.
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Combined type graphs are not a separate graph category. They are bar, line,
or area graphs in which the MarkerType property has been changed for one
or more rows of data.

Standard use of combined graph types

You use combined type graphs to emphasize one or more rows of data.

Available varieties of combined type graphs

You can create a combined graph type from any combination of bar, line,
and area graph. For example, you might create a bar-line graph by creating
a bar graph and setting the MarkerType property for a row to Line. Or you
might create a bar-line-area graph by creating a bar graph, setting
MarkerType for one row to Line, and setting MarkerType for another row
to Area.

Data structure of a combined type graph

The structure of a combined type graph is the same structure as its root
graph. The only difference is that some rows have a different marker type.

Data guidelines for combined type graphs

Combined type graphs have the same requirements as their root graph
types. For example, an area-line graph requires at least two columns of
data.

Three-Dimensional Graphs
Definition: 3-D graph

A three-dimensional (3-D) graph is a graph in which data is represented as
a series of three-dimensional bars.
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Standard use of a 3-D graph

Use 3-D graphs to show the following aspects of data.

Aspect of Data Example

Trends over time Sales for the last 12 months

Comparisons of items at the
same time

Sales for different product divisions in several
regions

Available varieties of 3-D graph

Only one variety of 3-D graph is available.

Data structure of a 3-D graph

The following figure shows the data structure of a 3-D graph.

One columnOne row
(Vidio Div) (Sales Australia)
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The data structure of a 3-D graph is as follows.

Each . . . Is represented by . . . And its label appears as . . .

column one box (3-D marker) of each
color, running from the left
wall to the lower-right edge of
the graph,

a Z tick label (e.g., Sales
Australia).

row boxes of the same color, an X tick label (e.g., Audio Div).

page (the entire graph displays one
page of data),

the subtitle (e.g., Jan97 All
Channels).

Data guidelines for 3-D graphs

All graphs show numeric data only; do not populate a graph with a relation.
There are no other restrictions for a 3-D graph.

You may notice that some 3-D markers are difficult to see because the
markers around them are much larger and block the view. To fix this
problem, you can use the Dimension Bar or the Selector to arrange the data
so that all of it is easy to see. Or you can use the 3-D Graph Designer to
rotate the graph.

Pie Graphs
Definition: Pie graph

A pie graph is a graph in which data is represented as sections of one or
more circles, making the circles look like sliced pies.
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Standard use of a pie graph

Use pie graphs to show the following aspects of data.

Aspect of Data Example

Percentage or changes
in percentage

How much revenue comes from each product line

Whether last year’s big seller provides the same
percentage of revenue as it did last year at this time

Relationship of parts to
the whole

Which products’ sales are most closely related to total sales

Which products’ sales follow the trend of total sales

Changes in all parts of
a whole

The rate of revenue growth for all products in the fastest
growing division

Available varieties of pie graphs

The following varieties of pie graphs are available:

� Pie graph — The center of each pie is full.

� Ring graph — The center of each pie is empty.

These varieties can also come in the following arrangements:

� Single pie or ring — Displays first column of data.

� Multiple pie or ring — Displays all columns of data; each pie or ring is
the same size.

� Multiple proportional ring — Displays all columns of data; the size of
each pie or ring reflects the size of the cumulative column total.
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Data structure of a pie graph

The following figure shows the data structure of multiple pie graph.

One column
(Sales Asia)

One row
(Audio Div)

The data structure of a pie graph is as follows.

Each . . . Is represented by . . . And its label appears as . . .

column one pie or ring, a pie label (e.g., Sales Asia).

row all slices of the same color, legend text (e.g., Video Div).

page (the entire graph displays one
page of data),

the subtitle (e.g., Jan97 All
Channels).

If you have only one column of data, only one pie appears on the graph,
even if you select a multiple pie graph type.

If any column has all zero or NA data, that pie does not appear on the
graph; in a single pie graph, if the first column of data has all zero or NA
data, the graph is blank.
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Data guidelines for pie graphs

Pie graph data has the following guidelines:

� Do not display relations in graphs. Graphs display numeric data only.

� Pie graphs cannot have negative numbers. Make sure that the measure
with which you populate the graph has no negative numbers.

Pie-Bar Graphs
Definition: Pie-bar graph

A pie-bar graph is a graph in which data is represented as slices of a pie,
and the data shown by one of the pie slices is represented in more detail by
a percentage bar connected to the slice. Each slice represents a total; the
markers in the percentage bar represent the values that make up the total
shown in one of the slices.

Standard use of a pie-bar graph

Pie-bar graphs are useful in showing the relationship of parts to the whole,
while showing more detail for one of the parts.

For example, the pie or ring might show which product line accounts for
the highest percentage of sales, and the bar might show the sales in that
product line for each of the different districts.

Available varieties of pie-bar graphs

The following varieties of pie-bar graphs are available:

� Pie-bar graphs — The center of pie is full.

� Ring-bar graphs — The center of pie is empty.
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Data structure of a pie-bar graph

The following figure shows the data structure of a pie-bar graph.

Pie represents last column -- a total (Sales World)

Stack of bars represents first row (Audio Div)

Column 1
Column 2
Column 3

Column 4

The data structure of a pie-bar graph is as follows.

Each . . . Is represented by . . . And its label appears as . . .

column the pie or ring (last column
only) or one marker in the
stack of bars,

the pie label (total) and marker text
(e.g., Sales World, Sales
Australia).

row one slice of each color (and,
for one row, the entire stack of
bars),

legend text and the X tick label
(e.g., Audio Div).

page (the entire graph displays one
page of data),

the subtitle (e.g., Jan97 All
Channels).

Data guidelines for pie-bar graphs

Pie-bar graph data has the following guidelines:

� Do not display relations in graphs. Graphs display numeric data only.

� Pie-bar graphs cannot have negative numbers. Make sure that the
measure with which you populate the graph has no negative numbers.
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� Pie-bar graphs require at least two columns of data. Make sure that at
least one dimension in the column edge has two values selected.

� The last column must be the total of the other columns. Use the Selector
to select and sort data so that the last dimension value in the column
dimension is a total of the other values. Use a hierarchical dimension.

� Pie-bar graphs require at least two rows of data. Make sure that at least
one dimension in the row edge has two values selected.

� First row is the row for which detail shows by default. Do one of the
following to specify the row for which you want detail:

� Sort the row dimension to put that value first.

or

� Set the Explode property for that slice.

Example: Pie-bar graph data

This example shows pie-bar data.

Pie represents last column -- a total (Sales World)

Stack of bars represents first row (Audio Div)

Column 1
Column 2
Column 3

Column 4
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This example shows the same data in a table.

Pie shows these values, which
are totals of the other columns

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4

Scatter Graphs
Definition: Scatter graph

A scatter graph is a graph in which data is represented by the location of
data markers.

Standard use of scatter graphs

You use scatter graphs to show correlations between:

� Two different measures

� Two dimension values in the same measure

Scatter graphs are especially useful when you have a number of data items
and you want to see the general relationships.
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Example: Standard use of a scatter graph

You could use a scatter graph to plot the length of commute and
absenteeism for your work force.

A
b
s
e
n
c
e
s

Length of Commute

Short commute

Many absences

Short commute
Few absences

Long commute

Many absences

Long commute
Few absences

If there is a strong correlation between length of commute and frequency of
absence, most of the data markers will fall along a diagonal line from the
lower-left to the upper-right corner. If not, data markers will not fall into
this pattern.

Strong correlation

People with shorter commute
have fewer absences

Weak correlation

People with shorter commute
do not have fewer absences

Available varieties of scatter graphs

The following types of scatter graphs are available:

� Single-Y — Has one Y-axis.

� Dual-Y — Has two Y-axes.
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Data structure of a scatter graph

The following figure shows the data structure of a scatter graph. This graph
is a single-Y scatter graph, populated with the Promotional Expense and
Sales measures (in that order).

The data structure for scatter graphs is as follows.

Each . . . Is represented by . . . And its label appears as . . .

2-column set a data marker, marker text (not visible by default)

row all the markers of the same
color,

legend text (e.g., Audio Div).

page (the entire graph displays one
page of data),

the subtitle (e.g., Jan97 All
Channels).

Each data marker in a scatter graph represents two column values.

Measure or
Dimension Value Column Value Representation

first in selection X value the marker’s location along the X-axis

second in selection Y value the marker’s location along the Y-axis
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Data guidelines for scatter graphs

Scatter graph data has the following guidelines:

� Do not display relations in graphs. Graphs display numeric data only.

� Scatter graphs require at least two columns of data. Either populate the
graph with two measures or make sure that the last dimension in the
column edge has at least two values selected.

Example: Scatter graph data

The following scatter graph is populated with the Sales and Units measures,
in that order. For simplicity in this example, each row of data has only one
marker in it. Normally, scatter graphs have a number of markers.

X value = 4,734,985 

Y value =
 2,744
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The following table shows the same data as the graph. Notice that there are
two columns of data for each marker in the graph.

X value Y value

Bubble Graphs
Definition: Bubble graph

A bubble graph is a graph in which data is represented by the location and
size of round data markers (bubbles).

Standard use of a bubble graph

You use bubble graphs to show correlations among three measures,
especially when you have a number of data items and you want to see the
general relationships.
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Example: Standard use of a bubble graph

You could use a bubble graph to plot salaries, years of experience, and
productivity for your work force. You expect higher salaries for more
experienced employees, and you expect these employees to be more
productive.

E
x
p
e
r
i
e
n
c
e

Salary

Low salary

Many years of experience

Low salary

Few years of experience

High salary

Many years of experience

High salary

Few years of experience

You expect
more of the big

bubbles

in this quadrant
 (high productivity)

If this is true, your bubble graph would show large bubbles in the
upper-right quadrant of the graph. If, however, you find that most of the
large bubbles appear in the lower-left quadrant, you might want to look at
your salary structure or your definition of productivity.

Good

Experienced, well-paid people
show most productivity

Bad

Most productive people
are inexperienced and underpaid
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Available varieties of bubble graphs

Only one variety of bubble graph is available.

Data structure of a bubble graph

The following figure shows the data structure of a bubble graph.

The data structure for bubble graphs is as follows.

Each . . . Is represented by . . . And its label appears as . . .

3-column set a bubble, marker text (not visible by default).

row all the markers of the same
color,

legend text (e.g., Audio Div).

page (the entire graph displays one
page of data),

the subtitle (e.g., Jan97 All
Channels).

Each data marker in a bubble graph represents three column values.

Measure Column Value Representation

First in selection X value Marker’s location along the X-axis

Second in selection Y value Marker’s location along the Y-axis

Third in selection Z value Marker’s size
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Data guidelines for bubble graphs

Bubble graph data has the following guidelines:

� Do not display relations in graphs. Graphs display numeric data only.

� Bubble graphs require at least three columns of data. Place Measure
dimension alone in the column edge; populate the graph with three
measures.

� The Z column cannot have negative numbers. Make sure the third
measure has no negative values.

Example: Bubble graph data

The following bubble graph is populated with the Sales, Units, and Quota
measures, in that order. For simplicity in this example, each row of data has
only one marker in it. Normally, bubble graphs have a number of markers.

X value = 4,734,985

Y value =
2,744

Z value = 307,454
(bubble size)
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The following table shows the same data as the graph. Notice that there are
three columns of data for each marker in the graph.

X Value Y Value Z Value

Stock Market Graphs
Definition: Stock market graph

A stock market graph is a graph in which data is represented by a marker
that has separate indicators for four separate values: high, low, open, and
close.

Standard use of a stock market graph

You use stock market graphs to show stock prices. Stock market graphs
show the high, low, opening, and closing values of a stock share for each
day.

Available varieties of stock market graphs

The following types of stock market graphs are available:

� Single-Y — Has one Y-axis.

� Dual-Y — Has two Y-axes.
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Data structure of a stock market graph

The following figure shows the data structure of a stock market graph.

The data structure for stock market graphs is as follows.

Each . . . Is represented by . . . And its label appears as . . .

4-column set a stock market marker, an X tick label (with an extraneous
“High” label — e.g. Dec 1, 94
High).

row all the markers of the same
color,

legend text (e.g., OK Audio
Equip.).

page (the entire graph displays one
page of data),

the subtitle (e.g., Stock Price).

Each data marker in a stock market graph represents four column values.

Dimension value Column value Representation

First in selection High value Top of the stock market marker

Second in selection Low value Bottom of the stock market marker

Third in selection Open value Left arm of the stock market marker

Fourth in selection Close value Right arm of the stock market marker
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Data guidelines for stock market graphs

Stock market graph data has the following guidelines:

� Do not display relations in graphs. Graphs display numeric data only.

� Stock market graphs require at least four columns of data. The last
dimension in the column edge must have these (and only these) four
values:

� HIGH -- Highest price of stock

� LOW -- Lowest price

� OPEN -- Opening price

� CLOSE -- Closing price

Example: Stock market graph data

The following figure shows stock market graph data.

High = 45.45 

Low = 37.18Open = 40.72

Close = 42.21
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The following table shows the same data as the graph. Notice that there are
four columns of data for each marker in the graph.
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Chapter 6

The Selector

Overview
Introduction

This chapter describes the Selector, a powerful query and analysis tool.

In this chapter

� What Is the Selector?

� Accessing the Selector

� Forms of the Selector

� The Selector and the Selector Object

� Some Effects of the Selector

� Main Selector

� Mini-Selector

� Selector Tools

� Working with Custom Measures

� Working with Saved Selections
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What Is the Selector?
Description: Selector

The Selector is a powerful query and analysis tool for a particular table or
graph. It consists of one or more dialog boxes that let you specify criteria
for including dimension values in a selection, for sorting dimension values,
for creating custom measures, and so on.

Use of the Selector

You can use the Selector to:

� Change the data that appears in a table or graph by:

� Choosing other dimension values.

� Choosing another measure from the measure dimension. The
measure dimension includes the names of the measures that the
DBA installed in the database and the names of any measures you
create.

� Sort dimension values.

� Work with custom measures.

� Work with saved selections.

As you build briefings, you can provide your end users with access to the
Selector. The Selector functions that they can perform will depend on the
form of the Selector that you give them and how you customize it.

Related information

Consult the following sources.

IF you want information about . . . THEN  see . . .

the data that appears in tables or graphs, Oracle Express Analyzer Getting Started.

forms of the Selector, “Forms of the Selector” in this chapter.

customizing the Selector, “Customizing the Main Selector” and
“Customizing the Mini-Selector” in this
chapter.
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Accessing the Selector
Ways to access to the Selector

Express Analyzer provides a number of ways for you to access the Selector.
Some of the common ways are:

� The Selector button on the Selector toolbar

� Any of the tools buttons on the Selector toolbar

� The Selector button on the Dimension Bar

� The Select Data menu item on the right mouse popup menus of views,
view components, and dimension names on the Dimension Bar

Preventing access to the Selector

As you build briefings, you might want to prevent your end users from
having access to the Selector. You can prevent access through the Select
Data menu item from the right mouse popup menu and the Selector button
on the Dimension Bar of a table or graph. To do so, set the object’s
EnableSelectData property to No.

Related information

For more information, search for the following topics in the Express
Analyzer Help system:

“Dimension Bar”
“EnableSelectData Property”
“Selector Toolbar”
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Forms of the Selector
Different forms of the Selector

The Selector can appear in different forms as described in the following
table.

Form Description

The Main Selector Consists of the Selector dialog box and other related
dialog boxes. It lets you specify criteria for including
dimension values in a selection, for sorting dimension
values, for creating custom measures, and so on.

For more information about the Main Selector, see
“The Main Selector” in this chapter.

The Mini-Selector Consists of the Dimension dialog box, where
Dimension is the name of the dimension from which
you are selecting a value. It lets you choose values for
a single dimension.

For more information about the Mini-Selector, see “The
Mini-Selector” in this chapter.

One of these Selector tools:

� All tool

� List tool

� Match tool

� Level tool

� Family tool

� Attribute tool

� Exception tool

� Top/Bottom tool

� Range tool

� Saved Selection tool

� Sort tool

Consists of one or more dialog boxes for the particular
tool. It lets you specify criteria for including dimension
values in a selection or for sorting dimension values.

For more information about the Selector tools, see
“Selector Tools” in this chapter.

The Custom Measures
dialog box

Consists of the Custom Measures dialog box. It lets
you see the custom measures that are defined for a
database and to create, copy, and edit custom
measures.

For more information about custom measures, see
“Working with Custom Measures” in this chapter.
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Specifying the form of the Selector

You specify the form that the Selector takes for a particular table or graph
by setting the SelectorType property of the Selector object that is specified
in the Selector property of the table or graph. (For more information about
the Selector object, see “The Selector and the Selector Object” in this
chapter.)

You can specify one of these forms: the Main Selector, the Mini-Selector,
an individual Selector tool, or the Custom Measures dialog box.

When you set the SelectorType property, the form you specify takes effect
whenever the Selector is accessed through:

� The Selector button on the Selector toolbar

� The Selector button on the Dimension Bar

� The Select Data menu item on the right mouse popup menu

Note: Whenever the Selector is accessed through one of the tools buttons
on the Selector toolbar, it takes the form of that particular Selector tool.

Determining which form of the Selector to specify

To determine which form of the Selector to specify for a particular table or
graph, you need to think about how you or your end users will be working
with the data.

For example, suppose you are creating a table for end users who will be
performing ad-hoc or what-if analysis. Because they probably will need the
full functionality of the Selector, you would provide them with the Main
Selector form of the Selector.

On the other hand, suppose you are creating a table for end users who
mainly will be viewing the data but, on occasion, may want to sort the data.
Because they will need only the ability to sort, you would provide them
with the Sort Tool form of the Selector.
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The Selector and the Selector Object
Definition: Selector object

A Selector object defines how the Selector is displayed for a particular table
or graph. It functions as the value of the Selector property of the table or
graph.

How a Selector object is created

A Selector object is created automatically by a table or graph when you
display the Selector from it.

Example: Relationship between the Selector and the Selector object

The following figure shows the Selector property for a table named
tbTable1. The value of the Selector property is the Selector object named
slcSelector1, which defines the characteristics of tbTable1’s Selector.
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This figure shows the properties of slcSelector1. The SelectorType
property’s value of 1 specifies the Main Selector as the form of the
Selector. The DimLabels property, the MaxDimValueCount property, and
the properties of the SelectorMain property set specify the appearance of
the Main Selector.
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And this figure shows the resulting Selector for tbTable1.

Related information

For more information on the Selector object, search for the following topics
in the Express Analyzer Help system:

“Selector Object”
“SelectorType Property”
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Some Effects of the Selector
Effects of the Selector on the current selection

When you use the Selector, you can affect the current selection in one of
these ways:

� Replace the current selection with new values. For example, if you
were responsible for sales in Canada, you might want to replace the
current Geography selection with Canada only.

� Add new values to the current selection. For example, you might
want to add the cities in Canada to the current selection.

� Keep newly chosen values in the current selection and discard the
others. For example, after selecting all the products in a hierarchy, you
might keep only those products that sell well in a particular
geographical area.

� Remove newly selected values from the current selection and keep
the others. For example, you might want to remove the top value of the
Geographical Area dimension based on Sales.

Related information

For more information about replacing and refining selections, search for
“Replacing or Refining Selections” in the Express Analyzer Help system.
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Main Selector
Description: Main Selector

The Main Selector consists of the Selector dialog box and other related
dialog boxes. It lets you:

� Use more than one Selector tool to specify criteria for selecting or
sorting dimensions before updating a table or graph.

� Work on more than one dimension’s selection before updating a table
or graph.

� Access the selection library, where you can save a selection to use
again.

� Create custom measures.

� Set options for the appearance of the Selector dialog box.
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Components of the Selector dialog box

The following table describes the components of the Selector dialog box.

Note: For some components, you can specify whether they will appear in
the Selector dialog box for a particular table or graph. See “Customizing the
Main Selector” in this chapter.

Component Description

The toolbar Contains buttons that represent the Selector tools.

Not all Selector tools are available for all dimensions. When
a tool is not available for the selected dimension, the button
is dimmed.

Dimensions option
buttons or list box

Lists the dimensions that appear in the table or graph from
which you displayed the Selector.

One dimension appears selected by default. The dimension
that is selected depends on how and where the Selector is
displayed. For example, if the Selector is displayed by
double-clicking on the Geographical Area dimension on the
Dimension Bar, then the Geographical Area dimension is the
selected dimension.

Dimension selection
script box

Displays the complete script that describes the criteria used
to determine which dimension values are included in the
selection and how these values are sorted.

Dimension selection
values box

Lists the dimension values currently in the selection for the
dimension.

Custom button Displays the Custom Measures dialog box, where you see
the custom measures that are defined for a database and
create, copy, and edit custom measures.

Library button Displays the Selection Library dialog box, where you create,
rename, and delete saved selections.

Options button Displays the Selector Options dialog box, where you set
preferences for the appearance of the Selector dialog box
for the current table or graph.
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Example: Selector dialog box

The following figure is an example of the Selector dialog.

Customizing the Main Selector

You can customize the Main Selector for a particular table or graph.
Specifically, you can:

� Hide or display these components in the Selector dialog box:

� Custom button

� Library  button

� Options button

� Dimension selection values box

� Dimension selection script box

� Individual Selector tools in the toolbar
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� Specify whether dimension names appear as option buttons or appear in
a list box in the Selector dialog box

� Specify the form (either long labels, short labels or dimension values)
in which to display dimension values

� Specify the maximum dimension values in a selection

Approaches to customizing the Main Selector

To customize the Main Selector, you can use either of these two
approaches:

� Set properties of the Selector object that is specified in the Selector
property of the table or graph.

� Set options in the Selector Options dialog box. You access the Selector
Options dialog box through the Options button on the Selector dialog
box.
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The following table identifies the properties and options you can set to
customize the Main Selector.

IF you want to . . . THEN set this property . . . OR set this option . . .

hide or display the
Custom  button,

ShowCustomMeasure, Allow custom measure
functionality.

hide or display the Library
button,

ShowLibrary, Allow access to saved
selection library.

hide or display the
Options  button,

ShowOptions, N/A.

hide or display the
Dimension  selection
values  box,

ShowSelectionValues, Show selection values.

hide or display the
Dimension  selection
script  box,

ShowSelectionScript, Show selection script.

hide or display individual
Selector tools in the
toolbar,

AvailableTools, Available Tools.

specify whether dimension
names appear as option
buttons or appear in a list
box,

ShowDimsListbox, Use listbox to
represent dimensions.

specify the form (either
long labels, short labels or
dimension values) in
which to display
dimension values,

DimLabels, Show dimension
values as.

specify the maximum
dimension values in a
selection,

MaxDimValueCount, Maximum dimension
values in a selection.

Related information

For more information, search for the following topics in the Express
Analyzer Help system:

“Customizing the Selector for a View”
“Selector Dialog Box”
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Mini-Selector
Description: Mini-Selector

The Mini-Selector consists of the Dimension dialog box, where Dimension
is the name of the dimension from which you are selecting a value. It lets
you choose values for a single dimension.

Example: Mini-Selector

The following figure is an example of the Mini-Selector.

Customizing the Mini-Selector

You can customize the Mini-Selector for a particular table or graph. For
example, you can modify the text that appears above the dimension list box
in the Dimension dialog box.

To customize the Mini-Selector, you set the properties that are members of
the SelectorMini property set of the Selector object that is specified in the
Selector property of the table or graph.
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Related information

For more information, search for the following topics in the Express
Analyzer Help system:

“Dimension Dialog Box”
“SelectorMini Property Set”

Selector Tools
Description: Selector Tools

The following table describes each Selector Tool.

Tool Description

All Lets you select all the values in a dimension or select all the dimension
values in a hierarchy.

List Lets you select dimension values individually from a list of all available
values.

Match Lets you select dimension values that contain a specified string of
characters. For example, you could search for all Geographical Area
dimension values that contain “amer”.

Level Lets you select all the dimension values at one or more levels in a
hierarchy.

Note:  The Level tool is available only when the selected dimension has
a hierarchy.

Family Lets you select a family of values in a dimension hierarchy. For
example, you might want to select Canada and all the cities in Canada.

Note:  The Family tool is available only when the selected dimension
has a hierarchy.

Attribute Lets you select values based on a common attribute. For example, you
might use a shoe color attribute to select all boots, sneakers, and
slippers that share the same color.

Note:  The Attribute tool is available only when attributes have been
defined for the current dimension.
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Tool Description

Exception Lets you select dimension values based on the values of a measure
that uses the dimension. For example, you might select the cities whose
Sales values are greater than $1,000,000. You can also use the
Exception tool to base your selection on the comparison of two different
measures. For example, you might select the products whose Sales
were more than 5 percent above Forecast.

Note:  The Exception tool is not available for the Measure dimension.

Top/Bottom Lets you select the dimension values with the greatest or least data
values in a particular measure. For example, you might select the top 10
cities in Sales of Audio Division products in Quarter 1. Or you might
select cities in the bottom 30 percent in Sales of all products for the
year.

Note:  The Top/Bottom tool is not available for the Measure dimension.

Range Lets you select a range of time values. For example, you might select
the range of months between January and June of last year. Using the
Range tool, you could also select all months from January of this year to
date, or you could select the last three months.

Note:  The Range tool is available only for time dimensions that have a
hierarchy defined.

Saved
Selection

Lets you select dimension values in a saved selection.

Sort Lets you specify the following information:

� Sorting method to use to sort dimension values

� Whether to sort dimension values automatically
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Related Information

For more information about the Selector tools, search for the following
topics in the Express Analyzer Help system.

Tool Topic

All “Select All Dialog Box”
“Using the All Tool”

List “List Dialog Box”
“Using the List Tool”

Match “Select by Matching Characters Dialog Box”
“Using the Match Tool”

Level “Select by Level Dialog Box”
“Using the Level Tool”

Family “Select by Family Dialog Box”
“Using the Family Tool”

Attribute “Select by Attribute Dialog Box”
“Using the Attribute Tool”

Exception “Select by Exception Dialog Box”
“Using the Exception Tool”

Top/Bottom “Select Top/Bottom Dialog Box”
“Using the Top/Bottom Tool”

Range “Select by Range Dialog Box”
“Using the Range Tool”

Saved Selection “Saved Selection Dialog Box”
“Using Saved Selections”

Sort “Sort Selection Dialog Box”
“Using the Sort Tool”

Working with Custom Measures
Definition: Custom measure

The databases that you use with Express Analyzer contain base measures
that were created by your DBA. Base measures, such as Volume Sales and
Dollar Sales, are always available.
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While building or running a briefing, you might also want to create your
own measures (such as Volume Share Year Ago) using base measures. A
measure that you create using base measures is called a custom measure.

Availability of custom measures

Once you create a custom measure, it is available whenever you attach the
database in which you created it. When you distribute a briefing that
contains custom measures, end users can use any custom measure in the
databases that the briefing uses.

Where the definition of a custom measure is stored

The definition of a custom measure is stored in:

� Any briefing that uses the database in which the custom measure is
defined.

� Your system project. Each copy of Express Analyzer has a system
project file named XANALYZE.XPJ.

Using the Custom Measures dialog box to work with custom measures

The Custom Measures dialog box lets you see the custom measures that are
defined for a database and lets you create, copy, and edit custom measures.
How you assess the Custom Measures dialog box depends on the form of
the Selector:

� If the form of the Selector is the Main Selector, you access it through
the Custom button on the Selector dialog box.

� If the form of the Selector is the Custom Measures dialog box, you can
access it in the usual ways that you access the Selector.
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Related information

For more information, search for the following topics in the Express
Analyzer Help system:

“Copying Custom Measures”
“Creating Custom Measures”
“Custom Measures Action Dialog Box”
“Custom Measures Dialog Box”
“Defining Expressions for Custom Measures”
“Deleting Custom Measures”
“Editing Custom Measures”
“Performing Ad-Hoc Analysis”
“Performing What-If Analysis”

Working with Saved Selections
Definition: Saved selection

A saved selection is a set of dimension values that has been saved either as
a list of values or as a script. You can save selections that you build, or
your database administrator can create saved selections and make them
available to you.

Saved selections are a time-saving feature: each time that you need to re-
use a selection, you can simply retrieve a saved selection without having to
recreate it.
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Forms of a saved selection

You can create a saved selection in one of two forms, as described in the
following table.

Form Description Example

Static A saved selection that has the same
values each time you use it.

The script for a static saved selection
lists the dimension values that it
includes.

In April you save a selection
of the last three months as a
static saved selection. The
selection will always include
January, February, and
March of that year.

Dynamic A saved selection that can vary each
time you use it because it is based on
criteria that you set in the selection
rather than on the dimension values
that met the criteria when you saved
the selection.

The script for a dynamic saved
selection describes the criteria used to
determine which dimension values to
include; it does not list the dimension
values themselves.

In April you save a selection
of the last three months as a
dynamic saved selection. If
you use the selection in
December, it will include
September, October, and
November.

Availability of saved selections

Once you create a saved selection, it is available whenever you attach the
database in which you created it. When you distribute a briefing that
contains saved selections to your end users, they can use any saved
selection in the database that the briefing uses.

Where the definition of a saved selection is stored

The definition of a saved selection is stored in:

� Any briefing that uses the database in which the saved selection is
defined.

� Your system project. Each copy of Express Analyzer has a system
project file named XANALYZE.XPJ.

The DBA can also create saved selections in Administrator. These saved
selections are stored in the Express database.
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Using the Selection Library dialog box to work with saved selections

The Selection Library dialog box lets you create, rename, and delete saved
selections. You access the Selection Library dialog box through the Library
button on the Selector dialog box when the form of the Selector is the Main
Selector.

Related information

For more information, search for the following topics in the Express
Analyzer Help system:

“Creating Saved Selections”
“Deleting Saved Selections”
“Renaming Saved Selections”
“Replacing Saved Selections”
“Selection Library Dialog Box”
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Chapter 7

Aggregating Data

Overview
Introduction

This chapter describes aggregation and its related concepts.

In this chapter

� What Is Aggregation?

� Example: Simple Aggregation

� Aggregating Hierarchical Dimensions

� Example: Aggregating a Hierarchical Dimension

� Breaking Out Aggregations

� Example: Breaking Out an Aggregation

� Understanding the Aggregation Chain

What Is Aggregation?
Definition: Aggregation

Aggregation is the substitution of a single, calculated data value for a group
of data values.  For example, instead of displaying Sales values for
individual products, you can display a single Sales total for all products.
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Example: Table with aggregation

The table in the following figure uses aggregation to find an average stock
price for each day. The Price Level dimension has been aggregated to a
single value. The table shows a single average price for each day.

Available types of aggregation

The following aggregation types are available in Express Analyzer:

� Total

� Average

� Smallest

� Largest

� Median

� Standard deviation

Comparing aggregation with embedded total hierarchies

Hierarchical dimensions have some aggregation built into them. Each level
in a hierarchy holds the total for its children’s data. For example, in a
hierarchical Time dimension, each Year value holds totals for the Month
values.
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The embedded-total structure of hierarchical dimensions differs from
aggregation in the following ways.

Embedded Totals Aggregation

Must be set up in the design of the
Express database

Performed in Express Analyzer

Calculated by the DBA (rollup) Calculated through Express Analyzer

Calculates total only Offers one of several different
aggregation types

Calculated results are stored in the
Express database

Results are calculated as needed based
on specifications that are stored in the
briefing

Dimension must be hierarchical Dimension can be nonhierarchical

Displaying sets of aggregated values

When you aggregate some dimensions, you can break out the aggregation
by category instead of aggregating to a single value. For example, instead
of displaying a single average of sales values for all the months, you could
display an average for each quarter. See the topic “Breaking Out
Aggregations” in this chapter.

Aggregation guidelines

When you aggregate data, keep in mind the following guidelines:

� You can aggregate any dimension except the Measure dimension.

� If you aggregate the last dimension in an edge, you remove the
dimensionality of the edge; the table or graph is rotated. To prevent
automatic rotation, arrange the dimensions before you aggregate.

� You cannot move or exchange an aggregated dimension.

Undoing aggregation

You can disaggregate data that you have aggregated.
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Effects of aggregation

When you aggregate a dimension, the following changes can remain after
you disaggregate:

� The table or graph might be automatically rotated to preserve its
integrity.

� Dimensions that you aggregate might have a different number of values
selected. (See the topic “Understanding the Aggregation Chain” in this
chapter.)

Disabling end-user access to aggregation

You can limit some or all access to aggregation, by setting the view’s
EnableAggregation property to No.

When EnableAggregation is set to No, the Aggregate, Disaggregate, and
Synchronize items do not appear on the right mouse popup menus in the
Dimension Bar.

Related information

For instructions on aggregating data, search for the following topics in the
Help system:

“Aggregating Data”
“Undoing Aggregation”
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Example: Simple Aggregation
Stock Price table before aggregation

The following table displays the Stock Price measure, without any
aggregation. The Price Level dimension has two values in the current
selection: High and Low. As usual, each row in the databody has a data
value for each dimension value in the Price Level dimension.
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Stock Price table showing average price

The next table uses aggregation to find an average stock price for each day.
When you aggregate the Price Level dimension, only one data value
appears in each row, instead of individual high and low values. The single
data value is the average of the high and low values that appear in the
previous table.

Aggregating Hierarchical Dimensions
Why hierarchical dimensions are different

In Express Analyzer, hierarchical dimensions already include levels of
aggregation, such as City, Country, Region, and a Total for all geographical
areas. Dimension values at all levels except the lowest level contain totals
for their child values. For example, the geography dimension value Canada
is a total of values for all the cities in Canada. Totals that are built into the
database are embedded totals, because the total values are embedded in the
dimension.
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Preventing distorted results

When you aggregate a hierarchical dimension, you must take care not to
use more than one level of embedded totals in your aggregation. Doing so
can distort the aggregation results.

The Aggregate Dimension dialog box warns you of the possible distortion.
There are two ways to avoid distorted results:

� Before you aggregate the data, use the Selector to select dimension
values at only one level. The Level tool and the Family tool allow you
to select dimension values at a single level. If you do this, it is safe to
ignore the embedded totals warning.

� In the Aggregate Dimension dialog box, choose Change Selection. In
the Change Selection dialog box, select all the values at one level of an
embedded total hierarchy.

Effect of changing the selection during aggregation

Changing the selection as you aggregate is like using the Level tool in the
Selector. Disaggregating the dimension does not return it to its previous
selection.

Related information

Search for the following topics in the Help system:

“Aggregating Hierarchical Dimensions”
“Changing Selections During Aggregation”
“Using the Family Tool”
“Using the Level Tool”
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Example: Aggregating a Hierarchical
Dimension
Geography dimension before aggregation

Suppose you have a hierarchical geography dimension, and you select
dimension values at more than one level, as shown in the following figure.

Distorted results

The following figure shows the distorted results that occur when you
include more than one level of a hierarchical dimension in an aggregation.
All the values in the Sales column are twice what they should be. Each
value in the Sales column includes a total for each region and the World
geography dimension value, which is already the total for the different
regions.
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Corrected results

In the following figure you see the results of the aggregation after you
change the selection to include only one level, removing the World
dimension value.

Breaking Out Aggregations
What it means to break out aggregations

Given certain database requirements, you can choose to display a smaller
set of data values rather than a single value for the entire dimension. For
example, instead of aggregating the Sales values for all the months into a
single value, you could display aggregated values for each quarter or each
year.
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Database requirements for breaking out aggregations

Breaking out aggregations by category requires these database objects.

Express Database
Object Sample Name Sample Information

The dimension that you
want to aggregate

CITY Chicago
Los Angeles
San Diego
San Francisco

A second dimension, with
fewer values

This is the related
dimension or aggregation
dimension

STATE Illinois
California

A relation that defines a
relationship between the
two values.

STATE.CITY Chicago goes with Illinois
Los Angeles goes with California
San Diego goes with California
San Francisco goes with California

Example: Breaking Out an Aggregation
Option settings

The aggregation in this example uses the following option settings in the
Aggregate Dimension dialog box:

� Aggregate to All Areas is selected.

� Automatically Synchronize the aggregation chain is selected.
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Sales by City graph before aggregation

The following graph displays the Sales by City measure before aggregation.

Sales by City graph after aggregating to Area

The following figure shows the Sales by City graph after aggregating the
City dimension. Instead of a single value, this aggregation shows values by
Area. Each total is a total of all of the cities related to the area.
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Sales by City graph after disaggregating Area

The following figure shows the Sales by City graph after disaggregating
Area. There are now 60 cities selected; this is a side effect of aggregating to
all areas and synchronizing the aggregation chain.

Understanding the Aggregation Chain
Definition: Aggregation chain

An aggregation chain is a chain of related dimensions in an aggregation.

The bottom of the chain is the original dimension, and the top of the chain
is the dimension that is used to break out the aggregation.
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Example: Aggregation chain

Suppose you have three time dimensions: Month, Quarter, and Year. The
following table describes what happens to the aggregation chain as you
aggregate each dimension to the values of the related dimension.

Stage Description Aggregation Chain

1 Month is not aggregated. None

2 You aggregate Month to Quarter. Quarter
Month

3 You aggregate Quarter to Year. Year
Quarter
Month

4 You disaggregate Year. Quarter
Month

5 You disaggregate Quarter. None

Selections and the aggregation chain

When you use a related dimension to break out aggregated values, there is a
selection for each dimension in the aggregation chain.

When you perform the aggregation, you can change one or more of the
selections. For example, if you aggregate Month to Quarter, you can change
the Month selection, the Quarter selection, or both.

� Aggregating to all the values of the aggregation dimension changes the
selection of the aggregation dimension (e.g., Quarter).

� Synchronizing the aggregation chain changes the selection of the
original dimension (e.g., Month).

These changes are permanent. The selections do not automatically revert to
their previous state when you disaggregate.
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Example: Aggregating to all aggregation dimension values

Suppose you have a table that displays the following Month values:

August 1996
October 1996
December 1996

If you aggregate Month by Quarter, the Quarter selection depends on
whether you aggregate to all Quarters, as shown in the following table.

IF you . . . THEN the Quarter selection includes . . .

aggregate to all Quarters, all the values of the QUARTER dimension.

do not aggregate to all Quarters, only Quarter 3, 1996 and Quarter 4, 1996.

Synchronizing the aggregation chain

To synchronize the aggregation chain is to match the selections of the
dimensions in the chain. For example, if after aggregating Month to
Quarter, you synchronize the aggregation chain, the Month selection will
include all the months in any quarters in the current Quarter dimension.

Example: Synchronizing the aggregation chain

Suppose you have a Month dimension that has only December 1995 in the
selection, and you have a related Quarter dimension. Then suppose you
aggregate Month to Quarter, choosing automatic synchronization of the
aggregation chain as you aggregate. If you use the Selector to select
Quarter 3, 1995, Quarter 4, 1995, and Quarter 1, 1996, the selection for
Month changes to include all the months from July 1995 through March
1996. If you did not choose automatic synchronization, when you change
the Quarter selection, the Month selection does not change.
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The following table shows the difference that synchronizing the
aggregation chain makes.

Dimension
Selection Before
Synchronization

Selection After
Synchronization

Quarter Quarter 3 1995
Quarter 4 1995
Quarter 1 1996

Quarter 3 1995
Quarter 4 1995
Quarter 1 1996

Month December 1995 July 1995
August 1995
September 95
October 1995
November 1995
December 1995
January 1996
February 1996
March 1996

If you then aggregate Quarter to Year, the Year dimension becomes the top
of the aggregation chain. If you do not choose automatic synchronization as
you aggregate, and then use the Selector to select only 1996 as the Year
dimension, the selections on Quarter and Month will not match the Year
dimension.
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When you manually synchronize the new chain, all the less aggregate
dimensions related to Year will have their selections changed to match
Year. The following table shows what happens when you synchronize the
new aggregation chain if the selection for the Year dimension includes only
1996.

Dimension
Selection Before
Synchronization

Selection After
Synchronization

Year 1996 1996

Quarter Quarter 3 1995
Quarter 4 1995
Quarter 1 1996

Quarter 1 1996
Quarter 2 1996
Quarter 3 1996
Quarter 4 1996

Month July 1995
August 1995
September 1995
October 1995
November 1995
December 1995
January 1996
February 1996
March 1996

January 1996
February 1996
March 1996
April 1996
May 1996
June 1996
July 1996
August 1996
September 1996
October 1996
November 1996
December 1996

When not to synchronize the aggregation chain

As important as synchronization can be, there are occasions in which you
might not want to synchronize the aggregation chain. For example, suppose
you are averaging Month values by Quarter. For the last quarter in the
selection you only have valid data for two months, and the third month has
all zeros. You would not want to include the month with zero data.

In general, any time you have built a complicated selection for a dimension,
you should be careful about synchronizing the aggregation chain.
Synchronization changes the selection for the dimension you are
aggregating. If the selection you are changing required several steps to
create, you might not want to synchronize the aggregation chain when you
aggregate.
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Tip: Save the original selection before aggregating

You can save a dimension’s selection before you begin aggregating the
dimension.

Related information

Consult the following sources:

� For more information about breaking out aggregations, search for the
following topics in the Help system:

“Aggregating Data Using a Related Dimension”
“Synchronizing Aggregation Chains”

� For more information about saving and restoring selections, search for
the following topics in the Help system:

“Creating Saved Selections”
“Using Saved Selections”
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Chapter 8

Distributing Briefings and
Providing Custom Help

Overview
Introduction

Once you have finished building a briefing, you need to distribute it to your
end users. This chapter explains what you need to do to distribute a
briefing.

In this chapter

� Files and Programs That End Users Need

� Where to Store Files

� Providing Help for Briefings

� Providing Context-Sensitive Help

� Delivering Custom Help Files
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Files and Programs That End Users
Need
Programs to which your users need access

End users must have access to Express Analyzer and to Express (Express
Server or Personal Express) in order to run a briefing. You can install
Express Analyzer on each end user’s PC or install Express Analyzer on a
LAN and give users local access to it.

Files to which your users need access

Generally, as you develop a briefing, you use several kinds of files. For
example, you might use picture files, database files, and so on. When you
distribute a briefing, you need to provide end users access not only to the
briefing (the .XBR file) but also to all the files that the briefing uses.

The following table identifies the files to which you need to provide access.

IF the briefing . . . THEN you need to provide access to the . . .

contains linked pages, briefing files that physically contain pages
referenced by the main briefing.

runs other briefings, briefing files that are started by the main
briefing.

contains buttons that display
pictures and the pictures were not
stored in the briefing,

picture files ( .BMP files).

Run Window displays a picture that
was not stored in the briefing,

picture file (a .BMP file).

contains graphs or graph
components whose backgrounds
are filled with images,

graph image files (.BMP and .WMF files).

accesses data from databases, associated database files.

establishes Express connections, associated connection files (.XCF files). (For
information about connection files, see the
Oracle Express Database Administration
Guide.)

uses customized Help, customized Help file (.HLP).
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Creating icons or shortcuts for briefings

You can create an icon or shortcut for a briefing on each end user’s PC. If
you do so, end users can simply double-click on the icon to start the
briefing. They do not have to start Express Analyzer explicitly.

Creating an icon or shortcut also allows you to specify command-line
switches to Express Analyzer. This allows you to customize the way
Express Analyzer starts up. For example, the following command line starts
Express Analyzer and runs the briefing named YOURAPP.XBR. The
command-line switch specify that the Express Analyzer splash screen will
not appear (/Q ) and that design-environment modules of Express Analyzer
will not be loaded (/Z ).

c:orawin\olap\oea210\xanalyze.exe /q /z yourapp.xbr

Related information

Consult the following sources:

� For information on installing Express Analyzer, see Oracle Express
Analyzer Getting Started.

� For information about creating icons or shortcuts, see the
documentation for your operating system.

� For more information about command-line switches, search in the Help
system for the topic “Using Run Switches.”
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Where to Store Files
Storing files on a LAN or PC

The implications of where you store files are described in the following
table.

IF you store files . . . THEN . . .

in one or more
directories on a local
area network (LAN),

any number of users can access the files at one time but, at
most, only one user can be allowed to write to them at a
time. The LAN administrator has responsibility for setting the
appropriate file attributes to control read/write access.

Storing files on a LAN is a preferable solution, because you
can more easily maintain the files and how users access
them.

in one or more
directories on the end
users’ PCs,

you can use any file transfer method to copy the files. For
example, you can put them on diskettes or send them by
e-mail. You must remember to redistribute files whenever
you change them.

Search order for briefing files

Express Analyzer searches for briefing files in the following locations.

Stage Directory

1 The directory that contains the currently running briefing.

2 The current working directory for Express Analyzer.

3 The directories listed in the Briefing Path box of the Options dialog box.

Search order for picture files

Where the Express Analyzer searches for picture files depends on the
setting of the picture object’s Filename property, as described in this table.

IF the Filename property specifies . . .
THEN the Express Client product
searches . . .

the complete path name of the picture, in the directory specified.

only the file name of the picture, in the current working directory.
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Search order for graph image files

Where the Express Analyzer searches for image files depends on the setting
of the SFXImageFileName property of the graph component that uses the
image, as described in this table.

IF the Filename property specifies . . . THEN Express Analyzer searches . . .

the complete path name of the graph
image file,

in the directory specified.

only the file name of the graph image file, in the current working directory.

Search order for database files

Express Analyzer searches for databases in the following order.

Stage Directory

1 The directory and file specified by the DatabasePath property of the
DatabaseFile that represents the database.

2 The directory in which Express Analyzer found the database when the
briefing or project using it was last saved. This applies only to databases
that were attached automatically when you opened a briefing or application.

3 The directory specified by the DBA through the setup utility for the database.

4 The current working directory for Express Analyzer.

5 The directories listed in the Database Path box of the Options dialog box.

6 The current working directory for Express.

7 For Personal Express, the directories specified in the Express PCXPATH
setting; for Express Server, the directories specified by the
EXPRESS_DATABASE environment variable.

Making Data Dictionary information available to users

If the databases have been configured for Express Client products, consult
your DBA. The DBA should ensure that your Express Analyzer system
includes the Data Dictionary information (stored in XPDDDATA.DB) for
the databases. The instructions for handling shared configured databases are
explained in the Oracle Express Database Administration Guide.
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Making connection files available to your users

In order to use your database files, end users must be able to connect to
Express. Connection files specify information about connections to
Express. See the Oracle Express Database Administration Guide for
information on connection files.

Search order for custom Help

Where Express Analyzer searches for Help files that you customize for
your briefing depends on the HelpFile property of the briefing, as described
in the following table.   

IF the HelpFile property specifies . . .
THEN Express Analyzer
searches . . .

the complete path name of the Help file, in the directory specified.

only the file name of the Help file, the directory that contains the
briefing file.

Briefing distribution worksheet

You might find it helpful to create a briefing distribution worksheet —
 something like the following worksheet.

Briefing Distribution Worksheet

Main Briefing

File name Path name

Briefings that have linked pages

File name Path name

Briefings that run other briefings

File name Path name
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Briefing Distribution Worksheet

Picture files

File name Path name

Graph image files

File name Path name

Database files

File name Path name

Connection files

File name Path name

Help file

File name Path name
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Related information

Consult the following table for more information.

IF you want information
about . . . THEN see . . .

setting the briefing path, the following topics in the Help system:

“BriefingPath Property”
“Options dialog box”

databases, the Oracle Express Database Administration Guide.

connection files, the Oracle Express Database Administration Guide.

picture files, “Using Pictures” in the Help system.

graph image files, “Using Images in Graphs” in the Help system.

customizing Help, later topics in this chapter.

Providing Help for Briefings
Express Analyzer provides a runtime Help system for briefings. This Help
system, RUNTIME.HLP, documents the basic information needed to
navigate in a briefing and to look at data in a table or graph.

If you do not provide any customized Help for your briefings, the default
runtime Help system will run when your end users use Help.

The source files for RUNTIME.HLP are shipped with Express Analyzer in
Rich Text Format (i.e., as .RTF files). This allows you to edit the files as
you find necessary.
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When you need to edit the default runtime Help

The default runtime Help system documents only the basics of running a
briefing and viewing data. It does not cover advanced analytical topics such
as aggregating data or performing what-if analysis. You should edit the
default runtime Help in the following cases:

� You disable default functionality, such as setting the
ShowDefaultPopup property to No.

� You provide alternate access to functionality, such as setting the
EnableDrilling property to No but providing a button that allows users
to drill.

� You want to provide information about how to perform tasks not
covered in the runtime Help, such as aggregation.

� You want to describe a task that is covered in the runtime Help in a
different way, such as naming the data that appears in all your tables.

Where to find the source files for the runtime Help

The source files for the default runtime Help are in the HELPSRC directory
on the Express Analyzer CD. They are not installed when you install the
product.

Procedure: Editing the default runtime Help system

To change the runtime Help system, you complete these steps.

Step Action

1 Edit the source .RTF files for the runtime Help system. Use any publishing
package that can read Rich Text Format files.

Tip:  Several vendors provide tools to make this process easier.

2 If you add context-sensitive Help for your briefing, edit the RUNHELP.H file
that is shipped with Express Analyzer. For more information, see “Providing
Context-Sensitive Help” in this chapter.

3 Compile the Help system, using a Windows Help compiler.

4 Deliver your Help system to your users with your briefing. See “Delivering
Custom Help Files” in this chapter for information about how Express
Analyzer finds Help files.
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Related information

Consult the following sources:

� For information about adding context-sensitive Help, see “Providing
Context-Sensitive Help” in this chapter.

� For information about delivering your Help files, see “Delivering
Custom Help Files” in this chapter.

� For information about compiling Help, see the documentation for your
Help authoring tool or the documentation for your Windows Help
compiler.

Providing Context-Sensitive Help
Definition: Context-sensitive Help

Context-sensitive Help is Help that applies to a user’s particular situation,
or context. For example, when you choose the Help button in a dialog box
in an Express Client product, a Help topic appears that describes that dialog
box.

Access to context-sensitive Help

You can provide access to Help for any object. Commonly, users get
context-sensitive Help by choosing a Help button or menu option or by
pressing F1.

The topic that appears when users access context-sensitive Help is
determined in one of two ways:

� By an integer, called a context identifier

� By a search keyword (not available for F1)

The Show Help QuickAction allows you to display a Help topic from a
button.
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How a context identifier maps to a Help topic

Each object in your briefing has a HelpContextID property. The value of
this property is the context identifier for the object. The HelpContextID
property is an ambient property, so each item in a container initially shares
the container’s HelpContextID value. You can give any object a new value
for HelpContextID.

Each topic in a Help system has a unique context string, which identifies
the topic to the Help compiler. The context string for each topic is specified
in a footnote for the topic in the source file.

A map file associates each context identifier with the appropriate context
string. This is only necessary for context-sensitive Help; there can be more
topics in the Help system than those whose context strings are mapped in
the map file.

The map file is specified in the building of the Help system.

Example: Default context identifier for the graph object

The following diagram shows how the default context identifier for the
graph object is mapped to its Help topic.

Help topic

What is a Graph?

hlp_rt_what_is_a_graph

RUNHELP.H

#define HLP_RT_WHAT_IS_A_GRAPH    1003

Graph object

HelpContextID = 1003
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By default, every graph object has the same context identifier, so the same
topic is displayed for every graph in a briefing.

Procedure: Providing custom context-sensitive Help for an object

Suppose you have an object that you customize for a particular purpose,
such as a table designed for what-if analysis. You might want to provide
Help that is appropriate for that table only.

To provide context-sensitive Help for a particular object, complete the
following steps.

Step Action

1 Change the value of the HelpContextID property for that object. Set the
property to a value above 20000 to avoid conflicts with existing objects.

2 Add a Help topic for the object to your Help source file.

3 Map the context identifier to the context string of the appropriate Help topic,
as described in “Procedure: Mapping context identifiers to context strings.”

Using a button to provide context-sensitive Help

To arrange for a button to display a Help topic, associate the Show Help
QuickAction with the button.

You can use either a context identifier or a search keyword to identify the
Help topic.

IF you use . . . THEN the Help topic must . . .

a search keyword, have the same string in its list of search keywords.

a context identifier, have a context string that is mapped to the specified context
identifier.

If you specify neither a context identifier nor a search keyword, the button
displays the Help file’s contents screen.
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Procedure: Mapping context identifiers to context strings

To map a context identifier to a context string, complete these steps.

Step Action

1 Create a map file.

or

Use RUNHELP.H as the map file. RUNHELP.H already has mappings for
the default context identifiers of all the objects that appear at runtime. The
context strings map to those in the source files for runtime Help.

2 In your source Help file, create the Help topic that you want to use. Write
down the context string that you use.

Note:  If you use RUNHELP.H as your map file, use the source files for the
runtime Help.

3 Edit the map file, adding a statement that maps the context string to the
context identifier. Save the map file.

Example:  Use a statement such as the following.
#define hlp_obj_whatif_table    20001

4 Compile the Help system, specifying your map file for the Help compiler.

Related information

Consult the following sources:

� For more information about the Show Help QuickAction, search in the
Help system for the following topics:

“Associating QuickActions with Buttons”
“HelpContextID Property”
“Show Help QuickAction”

� For information about compiling Help, see the documentation for your
Help authoring tool or the documentation for your Windows Help
compiler.
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Delivering Custom Help Files
Specifying which Help file to open

Express Analyzer uses one of the following values to determine which Help
file to look in for a topic.

IF you use the . . . THEN Express Analyzer looks in . . .

Show Help QuickAction and specify a file
name,

the file that you specify in the
QuickAction.

either the QuickAction or the method and
do not specify a file name,

the file that you specify in the briefing’s
HelpFile property.

HelpContextID property and expect the
user to click on F1,

the file that you specify in the briefing’s
HelpFile property.

Where to put the Help file

The HelpFile property of a briefing specifies the name of the Help file for
your briefing. If you include a path specification in the HelpFile property,
Express Analyzer looks for the named Help file in the specified path only.

Related information

For more information about creating customized Help files, see the
following topic in this chapter:

“Providing Help for Briefings”
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Appendix

Using Aggregation Functions
in Formulas

Overview
Introduction

This appendix explains how Express formulas that use aggregation
functions are displayed in Express Analyzer and presents ways to set the
status on the aggregated dimension. You do not need to read this appendix
if you are using the standard Express Analyzer aggregation feature.

In this appendix

� Problem with Aggregation Functions in Express Analyzer Views

� Technique 1: Using the BeforePage Property

� Technique 2: Using an Express Program

� Technique 3: Optimizing Technique 2
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Problem with Aggregation Functions in
Express Analyzer Views
When there is problem

The information in this appendix is relevant when you define formulas —
either in the Express database or as custom measures — that use
aggregation functions, such as AVERAGE and TOTAL.

If you are using the Express Analyzer aggregation feature described in
Chapter 7, you do not need to worry about the information in this appendix.

Aggregating data in Express

The numbers that an aggregation function returns depends on the status of
the dimension over which you aggregate. For example, if you want to show
totals over a time dimension, the number of months in status will affect the
totals.

When you aggregate data in Express, you use LIMIT commands to set the
status of the aggregated dimensions.

For example, suppose a database contains a SALES variable that is
dimensioned by MONTH, PRODUCT, and DISTRICT, and you want to
view SALES totals over MONTH for each product and district. In Express,
you do this by defining a formula TOTSALES.PD that uses the TOTAL
function to total over MONTH.

->define totsales.pd formula decimal <product district>
->eq total(sales, product, district)

To display the totals in Express, you first limit the MONTH dimension,
then report the formula.

->limit month to all
->report totsales.pd
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Dimension status in Express Analyzer views

Express Analyzer tables and graphs maintain status information about all
the dimensions of the data displayed in them. Each table or graph checks
the status of these dimensions before it retrieves data from Express.
Because different tables and graphs can use different sets of values for the
same dimension, each table or graph must set the status of the dimensions it
displays before getting data.

Formulas that use aggregation functions are not dimensioned by the
dimension that is being aggregated. For this reason, the views that display
the formula do not set the status of the aggregated dimension.

To ensure that the table or graph displays the aggregations you want, you
must set the status for the aggregated before the table or graph gets its data
from Express.
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Techniques for setting the status of the aggregated dimension

There are three ways to set the status of the aggregated dimension when
you use an aggregation function. The following table summarizes the
benefits and limitations of each technique.

Technique Benefits Limitations

Technique 1: Use the
page’s BeforePage
property

Easy — You do not have to
write an Express program.

You can create the formula
and set the dimension status
in Express Analyzer.

Only one Express Analyzer
page can be open at a time.

The page that displays the
aggregation formula can
have only that table or
graph in it.

Technique 2: Limit the
aggregated dimension
in a program

This technique works
anywhere.

This technique requires an
Express program.

Technique 3: Optimize
Technique 2 by calling
the limiting program
only once

You can have more than one
page open at a time.

You can have more than one
table or graph on the page
that displays the aggregation
formula.

This technique provides
better performance than
Technique 2.

The table or graph that
displays the aggregation
formula cannot display any
other measures
dimensioned by the
aggregated dimension.

A table or graph cannot
display two aggregation
formulas that aggregate
over the same dimension.

This technique requires an
Express program.
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Related information

For more information about creating custom measures, search in the Help
system for the following topics:

“Creating Custom Measures”
“Defining Expressions for Custom Measures”

For more information about aggregation functions, search in the Express
Language Help system for the following topics:

“ANY Function”
“AVERAGE Function”
“COUNT Function”
“EVERY Function”
“LARGEST Function”
“MEDIAN Function”
“SMALLEST Function”
“TOTAL Function”
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Technique 1: Using the BeforePage
Property
When to use the BeforePage property

You can use this technique only in the following circumstances.

� If the page that contains the table or graph with the aggregated data is
never open when any other briefing pages are open. In a running
briefing, only one page is displayed at a time. However, you can
display more than one page when you are designing a briefing.

� If the page that contains the table or graph with the aggregated data
does not contain any other tables or graphs. There are two reasons for
this rule.

� If the page contains another table or graph that displays a measure
with the same dimensionality as the aggregation formula, the other
table or graph can change the status of the aggregated dimension.

� If you have another table or graph on the page, users can bring up
the Selector from that table or graph to display any measure in the
database or to change the status of the aggregated dimension.

What using the BeforePage property involves

To set the status of the dimension as you run the page, set the page’s
BeforePage property to a LIMIT command that sets the aggregated
dimension’s status.

Every time you open the page for design or run the page, the Express
LIMIT command runs before the table or graph gets data.

The aggregation formula can be created in Express or as a custom measure
in Express Analyzer.
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Related information

For information about setting the BeforePage property, search in the Help
systems for the following topics:

“BeforePage Property”
“Specifying Express Commands for Pages”

Technique 2: Using an Express
Program
When to use an Express program

Technique 2 is the most robust of all the techniques described in this
chapter. You can use it under any circumstance without worrying about
what other measures a user will display on a page with the aggregation
formula.

What this technique involves

In Technique 2, you define a program that limits the aggregated dimension
before it calls the aggregation function. You use the TEMPSTAT and
DO/DOEND commands to allow a LIMIT command within a loop.

In this technique, the formula that you create simply returns the results of
the program.
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Example: Using an Express program to limit an aggregated dimension

The code in this example defines a program that limits MONTH an returns
sales totals for each product and district. This example assumes a SALES
variable that is dimensioned by MONTH, PRODUCT, and DISTRICT,

DEFINE TOTSALES.PD.PRG PROGRAM DECIMAL
PROGRAM
tempstat month "allows setting of status
do "within a loop
limit month to all "sets status of MONTH
return total(sales, product, district)
doend "end of do statement
END

The formula that calls this program is defined as follows:

DEFINE TOTSALES.PD FORMULA DECIMAL -
<PRODUCT DISTRICT>
LD Formula for total Sales
EQ totsales.pd.prg

Example: Using Technique 2 when you aggregate to a related dimension

You can also use Technique 2 to perform aggregations using relations
between dimensions, as in the following example in which there is a YEAR
dimension related to MONTH.

DEFINE YEAR.MONTH RELATION YEAR <MONTH>
LD Year for each month

Although SALES is dimensioned by MONTH rather than YEAR, you can
create formulas dimensioned by YEAR. These formulas can use
aggregation functions. To calculate totals over the months in MONTH and
get a value for each year, you would use the TOTAL function.

total(sales, year, product, district)

Using Technique 2 to set the status of MONTH, you would define the
following formula and program.

DEFINE TOTSALES.YPD FORMULA DECIMAL -
<YEAR, PRODUCT, DISTRICT>
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LD Aggregation formula using a relation
EQ totsales.ypd.prg

DEFINE TOTSALES.YPD.PRG PROGRAM DECIMAL
PROGRAM
tempstat month "allows setting of status
do "within a loop
limit month to all
return total(sales, year, product, district)
doend
END

Because the TOTSALES.YPD formula is dimensioned by YEAR, tables
and graphs will automatically set the status for YEAR before getting data
from Express. The program must limit MONTH because MONTH is not a
dimension of the TOTSALES.YPD formula.

Technique 3: Optimizing Technique 2
When to use this technique

Technique 2 is the most robust way to set the status of an aggregated
dimension. However, because the formula calls the program for every value
that a table or graph displays, it can be slower than necessary in some
cases.

If the formula that calls an aggregation function will be displayed as the
only measure in a table or graph, you can optimize Technique 2 by calling
the limiting program only once.

Do not use Technique 3 if either of the following is true.

� The aggregation formula will be displayed in the same table or graph
with another measure dimensioned by any aggregated dimensions.

For example, if you drag the TOTSALES.PD formula and the SALES
measure to a table, Express Analyzer will display an error, because both
measures are dimensioned by MONTH.

� Two formulas that aggregate over the same dimension will appear in
the same table or graph.
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For example, if you have two formulas that aggregate over MONTH,
displaying these two formulas on the same table or graph will result in
an error.

Effect of table write-back on formulas

In briefings that enable table write-back (for what-if analysis), it is possible
to have the write-back variable in one table and the affected formula in
another. The changes made in the variable will affect the formula, even
though they are in different tables.

What this technique involves

When you plan to call the limiting program only once, you use the Express
STATRANK function in the formula instead of using the TEMPSTAT and
DO/DOEND commands.

Using the STATRANK function allows the program to be run only once,
the first time the aggregation function is called. Once the program sets the
status of the aggregated dimension, the formula does not need to call the
program again; it simply calls the aggregation function.

Example: Limiting the aggregated dimension only once

The code in this example defines a program that limits MONTH an returns
sales totals for each product and district. This example assumes a SALES
variable that is dimensioned by MONTH, PRODUCT, and DISTRICT,

DEFINE TOTSALES.PD.PRG PROGRAM DECIMAL
PROGRAM
limit month to all "sets status of MONTH
return total(sales, product, district)
END
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The following code describes the formula that calls TOTSALES.PD.PRG.

DEFINE TOTSALES.PD FORMULA DECIMAL -
<PRODUCT DISTRICT>
LD Formula for total Sales
EQ   if statrank(product) ne 1 or -

  statrank(district) ne 1 -
  then total(sales, product, district) -
  else totsales.pd.prg

Using technique 3 with relations

As with Technique 2, you can use Technique 3 with relations, as shown
below.

DEFINE TOTSALES.YPD FORMULA DECIMAL -
<YEAR, PRODUCT, DISTRICT>
LD Aggregation formula using a relation
EQ   if statrank(year) ne 1 or -

statrank(product) ne 1 or -
statrank(district) ne 1 -
then total(sales, year, product, district) -
else totsales.ypd.prg

DEFINE TOTSALES.YPD.PRG PROGRAM DECIMAL
PROGRAM
limit month to all
return total(sales, year, product, district)
END
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3-D graphs
data guidelines, 90
data structure, 89
described, 88

A
aggregating data, 131
aggregation chains

defined, 142
synchronizing, 144

aggregation dimension, 139
aggregation functions

using in formulas, 164
aggregations

and embedded totals, 136
BeforePage property, 168
breaking out aggregated values,
139

changing selections, 137
defined, 131
limiting access, 43, 62, 134
setting status, 166
unexpected results, 138, 144
using a program, 169
using a related dimension, 139

All tool, 124

ambient properties
defined, 11

area graphs
data guidelines, 84
data structure, 83
described, 81

area-bar graphs, 87
area-bar-line graphs, 87
area-line graphs, 87
AssignToY2 property, 85
Attribute tool, 124
AVERAGE function, 164
averages, finding, 132

B
bar graphs

data guidelines, 78
data structure, 77
described, 76

bar-area graphs, 87
bar-line graphs, 87
bar-line-area graphs, 87
BeforePage property, 168
briefings

building, 18
defined, 2
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disabling navigation toolbar, 29
displaying data, 23
documenting, 156
file storage, 152
navigation, 28
planning, 14
running, 2
search path, 32, 152
using multiple, 31

bubble graphs
data guidelines, 103
data structure, 102
described, 100

buttons
specifying behavior, 26

C
choosing a graph type, 75
combined type graphs

described, 87
components

defined, 5, 44, 63
contents

displaying for objects, 11
viewing, 11

Contents tab, 11
context-sensitive Help

access, 158
defined, 158
providing, 160

custom measures
defined, 53, 127
storage, 127
using aggregation functions, 164

customizing
popup menus, 15
the Selector, 120

D
data

aggregating, 131
formatting in tables, 51
in 3-D graphs, 89
in area graphs, 83
in bar graphs, 77
in briefings, 23
in bubble graphs, 102
in graphs, 66
in line graphs, 80
in pie graphs, 92
in pie-bar graphs, 94
in scatter graphs, 98
in stock market graphs, 105
in tables, 46
selecting, 110
storage, 39, 59
unexpected results in aggregations,
138, 144

data guidelines
3-D graphs, 90
area graphs, 84
attached databases, 24
bar graphs, 78
bubble graphs, 103
dual-Y graphs, 85
line graphs, 81
pie graphs, 93
pie-bar graphs, 94
scatter graphs, 99
stock market graphs, 106

databases
attaching, 24
guidelines, 24
preventing users from updating, 53
properties, 24
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search path, 153
where created, 24

Dimension Bar
described, 41, 61

dimension values
selecting, 110
sorting, 110
synchronizing in related
dimensions, 144

distributing files, 150
documentation

for your briefings, 156
drilling

limiting access, 43, 62
dual-Y graphs

data guidelines, 85
described, 84
how rows are assigned to each axis,
85

E
embedded-total hierarchies, 136
EnableAggregation property, 43, 62,

134
EnableDrilling property, 43, 62
EnableSelectData property, 43, 62
Exception tool, 125
Express

necessary for briefings, 150

F
Family tool, 124
files

distributing, 150
storing, 152

footers, 16

formatting
graphs, 69
measures, 51
tables, 48

formulas
using aggregation functions, 164

G
Goto Page QuickAction, 29
graphs

3-D, 88
analysis features, 61
area, 81
bar, 76
bubble, 100
choosing a type, 75
combined type, 87
components, 63
defined, 57
dual-Y, 84
formatting, 69
limiting access to analysis features,
62

line, 78
list of available graph categories,
74

pie, 90
pie-bar, 93
saving colors, 71
scatter, 96
stock market, 104
structure, 63
supported data types, 59
three-dimensional, 88
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H
headers, 16
Help files

customizing, 156
delivering, 162
editing, 157
search path, 154

I
icons

creating, 151

L
largest values, finding, 132
Launch QuickAction, 29
Level tool, 124
line graphs

data guidelines, 81
data structure, 80
described, 78

line-area graphs, 87
line-area-bar graphs, 87
line-bar graphs, 87
linked pages

defined, 30
List tool, 124
LoadLinkedBriefings property, 32

M
Match tool, 124
measures

formatting in tables, 51
selecting, 110

median, finding, 132
Mini-Selector

described, 123

N
navigation

in briefings, 28

O
Object Inspector

Contents tab, 11
objects

as property values, 8
banner, 19
button, 19
defined, 4
Express output object, 19
from Oracle Express Objects, 22
graph, 57
OLE object, 19
Selector object, 114
table, 38

Oracle Express Objects
using objects, 22

P
pages

linked, 30
performance

using multiple briefings, 31
picture files

search path, 152, 153
storage, 16

pie graphs
data guidelines, 93
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data structure, 92
described, 90

pie-bar graphs
data guidelines, 94
data structure, 94
described, 93

popup menus
customizing, 15

printing
specifying headers and footers, 16

programs
necessary for briefings, 150

programs, using for aggregations, 169
properties

ambient, 11
defined, 6
setting, 7
with object values, 8

property sets, 8

Q
QuickActions

defined, 26
Goto Page, 29
Launch, 29
Run, 29, 31, 32
Stop, 29

R
Range tool, 125
Relational Access Manager, 2, 39, 59
relations

synchronizing dimension values,
144

using in aggregations, 139

right mouse menus
customizing, 15

rollup
not automatic in what-if analysis,
55

Run QuickAction, 29, 31, 32
RUNTIME.HLP

described, 156
editing, 157

S
Saved Selection tool, 125
Saved selections

defined, 128
storage, 129

SavedRowProperties property, 71
scatter graphs

data guidelines, 99
data structure, 98
described, 96

search paths, 152
Selections

changing during aggregation, 137
saving, 128

Selector
accessing, 111
customizing, 120
defined, 110
forms, 112
limiting access, 43, 62, 111

Selector objects, 114
Selector Tools, 124
SelectorType property, 113
setting properties, 7
shortcuts

creating, 151
smallest values, finding, 132
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Sort tool, 125
SQL reports

compared with Express Analyzer
tables, 41

SQL tables
compared with Express Analyzer
tables, 41

standard deviation, finding, 132
startup

using multiple briefings, 31
stock market graphs

data guidelines, 106
data structure, 105
described, 104

Stop QuickAction, 29
synchronizing the aggregation chain,

144

T
tables

analysis features, 41
compared with SQL reports, 41
compared with SQL tables, 41
components, 44
defined, 38
formatting, 48
limiting access to analysis features,
43

structure, 44
supported data types, 39

three-dimensional graphs
data guidelines, 90
data structure, 89
described, 88

ToolbarEnabled property, 29
Top/Bottom tool, 125
TOTAL function, 164
totals

embedded, 136
finding, 132

V
viewing contents, 11

W
what-if analysis

defined, 25, 53
enabling, 48–54
no automatic rollup, 55
performing, 54–55
preventing users from updating
databases, 53

requirements, 53
write-back

preventing users from updating
databases, 53
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